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Welcome... 
Welcome to the 2016 Sociology catalogue. In the following pages you will fi nd details of SAGE’s exciting new publications as well as 
classic or bestselling titles. Varied, interdisciplinary and truly global, with work from leading academics and fi rst time authors alike. We’re 
passionate about sociology at SAGE, and proud of the work we publish.

In line with our mission to produce high-quality, critical and authoritative texts, we have major new titles from Tina Patel with Race and 
Society, David McCrone with The New Sociology of Scotland, Susan Pickard with Age Studies and Athanasia Chalari with The Sociology 
of the Individual to add to our growing list of textbooks. We are also delighted to announce new editions of titles including Kevin White’s An 
Introduction to the Sociology of Health & Illness, Chris Barker and Emma Jane’s Cultural Studies, and Paul Hodkinson’s Media, Culture 
and Society. We also have new editions of Jean Baudrillard’s The Consumer Society and Symbolic Exchange and Death.

All of our books are available as eBooks for individual purchase.

If you would like to discuss writing a book for SAGE please contact our Publisher, Natalie Aguilera – contact details can be found on the 
page opposite.

This catalogue includes only our most recent and popular titles so if you can’t fi nd what you’re looking for, or if you are interested in learning 
more about forthcoming titles, please visit our website at sagepublishing.com where you can fi nd full details of all of our books, journals 
and digital products. You can sign-up for new product alerts to keep you up-to-date with our latest books, and table of contents alerts so 
you are informed of new journal issues as soon as they publish.

We hope you will enjoy reading our books and journals throughout 2016 and beyond.

The SAGE Publishing Sociology team

@SAGEsociology

Key new titles
P26P2P28 P11 P13
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Green SAGE
We recognise that our business 
operations have an impact on the environment and 
are committed to minimising them. Find out more:

www.sagepub.co.uk/aboutCommunity.nav

SAGE eBooks
All of our books are now available as eBooks in a 
wide variety of formats. For full details visit:

www.sagepub.co.uk/ebooks
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SAGE publishes...
... more than 100 journals in Sociology. For more 
information and pricing visit:

www.sagepub.co.uk/sociology

Keep up-to-date
Tell us which subject areas you are interested 
in hearing about and we’ll keep you up-to-date 
with relevant products and special offers.

Prefer to go paperless? You can switch off 
print communications by updating your 
settings at: 

www.sagepub.co.uk/login

Inspection Copies
Request and manage your inspection copies 
quickly and easily at 
www.sagepub.co.uk/inspectioncopy

Free digital inspection copies are also available for 
lecturers - for details contact your local sales 
representative at www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep
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Michael Ainsley – Senior Books Marketing Manager
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SOCIOLOGY OF EARLY CHILDHOOD
Critical Perspectives

Norman Gabriel University of Plymouth

Towards a Sociology of Early Childhood is a theoretically and 
historically grounded examination of young children's experiences in 
contemporary society. Asserting that a sociology of early childhood must 
bring together and integrate different disciplines, the book:

• synthesizes different sociological perspectives on childhood
• incorporates multi-disciplinary research findings on the lives of 

young children
• explains key theoretical concepts such as investment, early 

intervention, professional power and discourse
• examines the importance of play, memory and place
• evaluates long-term parenting trends
• uses illustrative examples and case studies, discussion questions and 

annotated further reading to engage and stimulate readers.
Invigorating and thought provoking, Towards a Sociology of Early 
Childhood is an invaluable read for advanced undergraduates and 
postgraduate students looking for a more nuanced and progressive 
understanding of childhood.

CONTENTS
Historical and Sociological Perspectives on Childhood / Towards a Sociology of Early 
Childhood / Growing Up Beside You – Social Habitus in Early Childhood / Young Children's 
Play / Civilizing Young Children – Long-Term Parenting Trends / New Media Technologies 
and the Sexualisation of Childhood 

December 2016 • 232 pages
Cloth  (9781446272985) • £75.00
Paper  (9781446272992) • £24.99

AGE STUDIES
A Sociological Examination of How 
we Age through the Life Course

Susan Pickard University of Liverpool

With great rigour, yet an enviable lightness of touch, Susan 
Pickard has written an engaging and accessible book that 
students will love

- Rosalind Gill, City University London

A scholarly tour-de-force that brings into focus the various 
disciplines, histories, literatures and knowledge that have 
transformed us into modern subjects of age

- Stephen Katz, Trent University

Age Studies takes an invigorating approach to the study of age and 
ageing in contemporary society. Encompassing ageing throughout the 
life course, taking in childhood, adolescence, mid-life and older age, 
and situated explicitly within a sociological disciplinary framework, 
Age Studies:

• explores current social science debates on the study of ageing linking 
these to core sociological concepts

• links theory and application, using a variety of examples and 
international case studies

• includes chapter summaries, further reading and guided questions. 
A thought-provoking companion to advanced undergraduates and 
postgraduate students studying ageing, older people, social gerontology 
and related courses.

CONTENTS
Age Studies: What Is It and Why Do We Need It? / Class Stratification and Age / Gender 
Studies as a Paradigm for Age Studies / Constructing and Deconstructing Ages and Stages 
of the Life Course / Identity and Age / Age and Embodiment / Sexuality Through the Life 
Course / Health, Illness and Normality Through the Life Course / Representing Ages and 
Stages / Ages and Generations in Interaction / Telling our Own Stories: Developing Age 
Consciousness and Authentic Age Identities / Concluding Thoughts

September 2016 • 320 pages
Cloth  (9781446287361) • £75.00
Paper  (9781446287378) • £25.99

AGE STUDIES
A Sociological Examination of How 
we Age through the Life Course

AGE STUDIES
A Sociological Examination of How 

AGE STUDIES

CHILDHOOD IN SOCIETY 
FOR THE EARLY YEARS
Third Edition

Rory McDowall Clark 
University of Worcester

An introduction to the study of childhood and 
the different contexts within which it exists; it 
will enable students to understand childhood 
in relation to society and develop the skills to 
look at childhood from a critical standpoint.

October 2016 • 176 pages
Cloth  (9781473944541) • £65.00
Paper  (9781473944558) • £19.99

CHILDHOOD IN SOCIETY 

Childhood, Youth & Ageing
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THE SOCIOLOGY OF 
CHILDREN, CHILDHOOD 
AND GENERATION
Madeleine Leonard 
Queen's University Belfast

Outlining sociology's contribution to 
childhood studies and our understanding 
of contemporary children and childhood, 
this book provides a thought-provoking and 
comprehensive account of the connections 
between the macro worlds of childhood and the micro worlds of children's 
everyday lives.

Examining children's involvement in areas such as the labour market, 
family life, education and leisure, it balances understanding childhood 
as a structural phenomenon, and recognizing children as meaning 
makers involved in constructing, co-constructing and reconstructing 
their everyday lives.

Through the concept of 'generagency', Madeleine Leonard offers a 
model for examining how structure and agency are activated within 
interdependent relationships influenced by generational positioning. 
This framework provides a conceptual tool for thinking about the 
continuities, challenges and changes that impact on how childhood is 
lived and experienced.

CONTENTS
Introduction / Becoming and Being - Developments in the Sociology of Childhood / Macro 
Childhoods - Prioritizing Structure / Micro Childhoods - Prioritizing Agency / From Rights to 
Citizenship - Transformations and Constraints / Bridging Structure and Agency - Bringing 
in Inter-generagency and Intra-generagency / Conclusion - Blurred Boundaries

December 2015 • 184 pages
Cloth  (9781446259238) • £75.00
Paper  (9781446259245) • £24.99

INTRODUCTION TO 
CRIMINOLOGY
Theories, Methods, 
and Criminal Behavior

Ninth Edition

Frank E Hagan Mercyhurst College

Focusing on the vital core of criminological 
theory - theory, method and criminal 
behaviour - with more attention to crime 
typologies than most introductory texts, this book investigates all forms 
of criminal activity, such as organized crime, white-collar crime, political 
crime and environmental crime. The methods of operation, the effects 
on society and policy decisions, and the connection between theory 
and criminal behaviour are all explained in a clear, accessible manner. 

This Ninth Edition has updated coverage of terrorism and 
counter-terrorism efforts, as well as new coverage of emerging 
criminological methods, such as ethnographies. All statistics, tables 
and figures have been updated, as have the photographs, supplements, 
and audio and video packages in the new edition to make the material 
most relevant for courses.

CONTENTS
Part I: The Foundations of Criminology / Introduction / Research Methods in Criminology 
/ General Characteristics of Crime and Criminals / What Is Victimology? / Part II: Theories 
of Criminology / Early and Classical Criminological Theories / Biological and Psychological 
Theories / Sociological Mainstream Theories / Sociological Critical Theories and Integrated 
Theories / Part III: Crime Typologies / Violent Crime / Property Crime: Occasional, 
Conventional, and Professional / White-Collar Crime: Occupational and Corporate / 
Political Crime and Terrorism / Organized Crime / Public Order Crime / Cybercrime and 
the Future of Crime

March 2016 • 488 pages
Paper & Interactive eBook  (9781506353616) • £78.00

INTRODUCTION TO 

CRAYONS AND IPADS
Debra Harwood Brock University

Crayons and iPads examines the use of 
digital technology in the early stages of child 
development and the way in which learning 
techniques have evolved in classrooms 
across the world.

Taking the position that tablets provide 
an accessible learning and instructional 
tool, Debra Harwood explores how tablets 
can be used to provoke, ignite and excite 
children's interest in the world around them, arguing that it is through 
this engagement with technology that new discoveries are made and 
learning takes place.

Guiding readers through research-based insights into children's thinking, 
interactions and being, Crayons and iPads offers an important starting 
point upon which to build play and inquiry-based learning opportunities 
within early learning programs.

CONTENTS
The Digital Worlds of Young Children - Debra Harwood / Home-to-School Digital Divides 
- Laura Lane / Multimodalities: The 100 Plus Languages of Young Children - Jennifer 
Roswell / Tablets as Innovational Tool and the 3rd Environment - Kari-Lynn Winters & 
Leslie Memme / Playing Across the Concrete and Digital Realms - Mira Bajovic / Digital, 
Participatory, and the Critical Spaces - Kari-Lynn Winters / It's an App, App, App, App 
World - Dane Marco Di Cesare / 'Here Teacher Let Me Show You How the Tablet Works': 
Young Children as Teachers - Katelyn Scott & Debra Harwood / Empowering Children 
as Readers and Writers - Vera Woloshyn & Laura Lane / Tablets and Outdoor Learning - 
Elizabeth McArthur, Candace Mersereau, Sherry Rose & Pam Whitty / Rethinking Early 
Years Pedagogies: A Conclusion - Debra Harwood

SAGE SWIFTS
November 2016 • 120 pages
Cloth  (9781473915992) • £45.00
eBook  (9781473927131) • £13.99

ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
A multi-national perspective of 
the everyday to the extreme

Cate Curtis University of Waikato

Neatly and succinctly takes readers 
through ways to understand and interpret 
the label of "antisocial" behaviour in a 
wider context, showing how it is socially, 
historically and culturally produced as 
well as understood in professional health 
and policing or correctional contexts

- Cathy Coleborne, 
University of Newcastle, Australia

Cate Curtis seeks to disrupt assumptions about anti-social behaviour by 
bringing together a host of key concepts and theories applicable to the 
field. Going beyond individualized discussions, the book explores broader 
concepts such as the social construction of 'anti-social behaviour', 'risk' 
and 'resilience', and the social contents and influences under which these 
are most likely to occur.

CONTENTS
Perceptions and Concepts: Constructing Anti-Social Behaviour / The Politics of Anti-
Social Behaviour: Policies and Values / Ordinary Anti-Social Behaviour: Everyday Hassles 
/ Anti-Social Behaviour as a Social Activity: Group Processes / New Technology, New 
Media: Transmitting New Behaviour? / Prevention, Intervention and Punishment: Risk, 
Resilience and Recovery

SAGE SWIFTS
February 2016 • 120 pages
Cloth  (9781473915770) • £45.00
eBook  (9781473933897) • £13.99

Childhood, Youth & Ageing / Crime & Deviance
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AN INTRODUCTION
TO LIFE-COURSE 
CRIMINOLOGY
Christoffer Carlsson and Jerzy Sarnecki 
both at Stockholm University

This is an excellent introduction to a topic 
of central importance for criminologists. It 
has the merit of being very clearly written, 
and the authors cover a wide range of 
materials – theories and data; European 
and American research; quantitative and qualitative studies. 
Throughout, they provide helpful examples from their work 
on the Stockholm Life-Course Project. Highly recommended

- Sir Anthony Bottoms, Emeritus Wolfson Professor 
of Criminology, University of Cambridge

Most people engage in crime at some point in their lives, but why does 
almost everybody stop soon after? And, why do a small number of 
offenders persist in crime? These two questions constitute the core of 
the field often known as life-course criminology.

This book covers the dominant theories and methodologies in the field 
and equips students with all they need to succeed in their studies on 
the subject. The book:

• discusses the methodologies of life-course and longitudinal research
• explains and critiques the major theories of life-course criminology
• considers the issues of risk, prediction, onset, persistence and 

desistance of criminal activity
• draws on research from studies in Europe, the UK, US and Australia, 

including the Stockholm Life-Course Project.

CONTENTS
Life-Course Criminology: An Introduction / Criminological Theories and Criminal Careers 
/ Life-Course Theories of Crime and Deviance / The Methodologies of Life-Course 
Criminology / Risk and Prediction of Criminal Careers / Onset of Crime / Continuity in 
Offending: Persistence / Desistance from Crime / Looking Back; Looking Forward

December 2015 • 184 pages
Cloth  (9781446275900) • £75.00
Paper  (9781446275917) • £24.99

VICTIMS, CRIME 
AND SOCIETY
An Introduction

Second Edition

Edited by Pamela Davies, Peter Francis 
both at Northumbria University and 
Chris Greer City University London

Praise for the previous edition:

This book achieves the rare feat of helping 
its readers without patronising them. The aids to the reader 
- tables, boxes, glossaries, questions and suggestions for 
further reading - will prove genuinely helpful to students and 
their teachers, but they appear within a text that is theoretically 
informed as well as comprehensive and up-to-date in its coverage

- Professor David Smith, University of Lancaster

Providing a thorough account of victimization across the social spectrum 
of class, race, age and gender, this Second Edition has been fully 
revised and expanded, with two parts now spanning the key perspectives 
and issues in victimology. 
Covering theoretical, social and political contexts, the book:

• includes new chapters on defining and constructing victims, fear 
and vulnerability, sexuality, white-collar crime and the implications of 
crime policy on victims

• examines a global range of historical and theoretical perspectives in 
victimology and features a new chapter on researching victims of crime

• reinforces learning through critical thinking sections, future research 
suggestions, chapter summaries and a glossary of key terms

• now includes a companion website, complete with links to relevant 
journal articles in victimology.

CONTENTS
Part I: Key Perspectives in Victimology / Defining Victims and Victimization / Constructing 
Victims and Victimization / Fear, Vulnerability and Victimization / Historical Perspectives in 
Victimology / Theoretical Perspectives in Victimology / Research Perspectives in Victimology 
/ Global Perspectives in Victimology / Part II: Key Issues in Victimology / Gender, Victims 
and Crime / Young People, Victims and Crime / Older People, Victims and Crime / Social 
Exclusion, Victims and Crime / Victims of White-Collar Crime / Race, Religion, Victims and 
Crime / Sexuality, Victims and Crime / Victims of the Powerful / Victims and Crime Policy

November 2016 • 400 pages
Cloth  (9781446255902) • £90.00
Paper  (9781446255919) • £29.99

VICTIMS, CRIME 

Visit our new discipline page where we’ll be 
sharing free hints, tips, and resources from our 
authors and editors, providing news on and free 
content from our books, and highlighting the 
latest research from our journals.

Much more on
Sociology online

sagepub.co.uk/sociology

Crime & Deviance
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AN INTRODUCTION TO 
GREEN CRIMINOLOGY 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
JUSTICE
Angus Nurse Middlesex University

Nurse covers the main issues in green 
criminology in a well-written and brief 
introductory chapter. He then continues 
to address a number of varied but 
extremely interesting and pertinent issues that I think will greatly 
interest students, as well as those working in regulatory and 
policy areas, academics, or indeed readers in general... A very 
highly recommended text

- Melissa Deary, Senior Lecturer in 
Criminology, University of Hull 

A comprehensive introduction to green criminology, this book is a 
discussion of the relationship between mainstream criminal justice and 
green crimes. Focused on environmental harm within the context of 
criminal justice, this book takes a global perspective and:

• introduces students to different theoretical perspectives in 
green criminology

• looks at the victims of environmental crime throughout
• covers topics such as: wildlife crimes; animal abuse; the causes of 

environmental crime; regulation; exploitation; ecological terrorism; 
policing; prosecution and monitoring.

Helping readers develop a thorough understanding of the principles of 
environmental justice and green criminology as well as contemporary 
developments, this book will be excellent support to students of 
green criminology.

CONTENTS
Part I: Introduction and Theory / An Introduction to Green Criminological Theories / 
Species Justice: Animal Rights, Animal Abuse and Violence Towards Humans / The Causes 
of Environmental Crime and Criminality / Part II: Environmental Crime as Global Crime / 
The Future Protection of Wildlife: Resolving Wildlife Crime and Illegal Wildlife Trafficking 
/ Regulating Environmental Harm: Environmental Crime and Governance / The Criminal 
Exploitation of Natural Resources / Climate Change and Environmental Damage / Part 
III: Policing, Prosecution and Monitoring Environmental Crime / The Green Movement: 
NGOs and Environmental Justice / Investigating Environmental Crime / Repairing the 
Harm: Restorative Justice and Environmental Courts

December 2015 • 240 pages
Cloth  (9781473908093) • £75.00
Paper  (9781473908109) • £26.99

GENDER AND CRIME
A Human Rights Approach

Second Edition

Marisa Silvestri Kingston University 
and Chris Crowther-Dowey 
Nottingham Trent University
This book is a comprehensive and critical 
introduction to the field of gender and crime, 
re-thinking the key themes and debates 
within a human rights framework.

Integrating empirical, theoretical and policy-related material, this Second 
Edition has been significantly updated, and now includes:

• full consideration of the 2010-2015 Coalition Government and its effect 
on gender and crime within England and Wales

• a new chapter relating criminological theory to gender and crime
• a new chapter discussing the history of gender and crime
• a new chapter analyzing contemporary issues in gender and crime 

in a globalized world
• fully updated learning features such as: chapter overviews; key words, 

study questions; chapter summaries; key further readings and a glossary.

CONTENTS
Part I: Gender & Crime in Context / Theorizing Gender and Crime / Gender, Crime and 
History / Contemporary Issues in Gender and Crime in a Globalized World / Part II: Out 
of Control / Women as Offenders / Men as Offenders / Part III: In Need of Care / Women 
as Victims / Men as Victims / Part IV: In Control / Gender and Criminal Justice Workers / 
The Criminal Justice System: A Gendered Site

KEY APPROACHES TO CRIMINOLOGY
April 2016 • 368 pages
Cloth  (9781473902183) • £85.00
Paper  (9781473902190) • £27.99

GENDER AND CRIME

TRANSNATIONAL CRIME 
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Marinella Marmo and Nerida Chazal 
Flinders University

The scholarship deployed in this book is 
precise, well researched and the writing 
style is excellent. In my opinion this text 
provides a notable contribution to teaching 
in this area and is also of relevance to 
scholars and policy makers operating in 
the policing and criminal justice fields

- Brian Payne, Senior Lecturer in Criminology, 
University of Gloucestershire

Providing readers with a wide-ranging introduction to key international 
issues in crime and its control, this book covers all essential theories and 
clearly explains their relevance to the world today. Going beyond just 
looking at organized crime, the book covers a range of topics including  
human rights, terrorism, trafficking, cybercrime, environmental crime 
and international law.

Plenty of case studies and examples are included throughout, including 
the Bali 9, Rana Plaza and the shooting of Charles De Menezes, and 
tips on further reading make it easy to know where to go to engage with 
more debates in the field.

CONTENTS
Globalization and Mobility / Risk, Networks, and Cyberspace / The Creation and 
Circulation of Justice Norms / Global Mobility Markets: The Migration of the 'Body' and 
its Exploitation / Organized Crime: Threat and Response in the Global Era / Terrorism in 
a Networked World / Crimes against the Environment / State Crime, Human Rights, and 
Crimes of Globalization / Towards a Global Criminal Justice?

April 2016 • 240 pages
Cloth  (9781412919241) • £70.00
Paper  (9781412919258) • £23.99

Our online catalogues 
are now interactive
Visit sagepub.co.uk/catalogues to start 
using our interactive catalogue, instantly fi nd 
out more about each book and place your 
order directly

Crime & Deviance
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THE UNMANAGEABLE 
CONSUMER
Third Edition

Yiannis Gabriel University of Bath 
and Tim Lang City University

Western-style consumerism is often 
presented as unstoppable, yet its costs 
mount and its grip on consumer reality 
weakens. In this completely rewritten edition, 
Gabriel and Lang restate their thesis that 
consumerism is more fragile and unmanageable than is assumed. 

This 20th Anniversary edition of The Unmanageable Consumer 
continues to explore 10 different consumer models, and encourages 
analysis of contemporary consumerism. It looks at the spread of 
consumerism to developing countries like India and China and 
considers the effects of demographic changes and migration, pointing 
to new features such as consumers taking on unwaged work. This 
new edition also touches on contemporary topics, including the 
consumption movement on social media, the occupy movement, and 
the horsemeat scandal.

CONTENTS
The Emergence of Contemporary Consumerism / The Consumer as Chooser / The 
Consumer as Communicator / The Consumer as Explorer / The Consumer as Identity-
Seeker / The Consumer as Hedonist / The Consumer as Victim / The Consumer as Rebel 
/ The Consumer as Activist / The Consumer as Citizen / The Consumer as Worker / The 
Unmanageable Consumer

September 2015 • 280 pages
Cloth  (9781446298510) • £100.00
Paper  (9781446298527) • £34.99

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
CULTURAL SOCIOLOGY
Edited by David Inglis University 
of Exeter and Anna-Mari Almila 
University of the Arts, London

Cultural sociology - or the sociology of culture 
- has grown from a minority interest in the 
1970s to become one of the largest and most 
vibrant areas within sociology globally. In The 
SAGE Handbook of Cultural Sociology, a 
global range of experts explore the theory, 
methodology and innovations that make up this ever-expanding field.

The handbook's 43 original chapters have been organized into seven 
thematic sections:

• Schools of Thought
• Methodological Approaches
• Disciplinarity 

and Interdisciplinarity

• Culture and Society
• Culture and Politics
• Arts and Aesthetics
• Culture and Consumption

Both comprehensive and current, The SAGE Handbook of Cultural 
Sociology will be an essential reference tool for both advanced students 
and scholars.

CONTENTS
Part I: Schools of Thought / Marxist Cultural Sociology / Max Weber's Presences: On the 
Cultural Sociology of the Long-Term / The Cultural Sociology of Alfred Weber and Karl 
Mannheim / Durkheimian and Neo-Durkheimian Cultural Sociologies / A Qualitative Theory 
of Culture: Georg Simmel and Cultural Sociology / Bourdieu's Sociology of Culture: On 
the Economy of Symbolic Goods / Symbolic Interactionism's Contribution to the Study 
of Culture / Cognition and Cultural Sociology: The Inside and Outside of Thought / Actor 
Network Theory and Its Cultural Developments / Neoinstitutionalist Sociology / The Cultural 
Worth of 'Economies of Worth': French Pragmatic Sociology from a Cultural Sociological 
Perspective / Systems Theory and Culture: Drawing Lessons from Parsons and Luhmann / 
The 'Production of Culture Perspective' in Perspective / Cultural Historical Sociology / Part 
II: Methodological Approaches / Quantitative Analysis in Cultural Sociology: Why It Should 
be Done, How It Can Be Done / Qualitative Cultural Sociology / Multiple Correspondence 
Analysis / Hermeneutics and Cultural Sociology / Social Network Analysis / Ethnography and 
the Sociology of Culture / Part III: Disciplinarity & Interdisciplinarity / Sociology and Cultural 
Studies: A Close and Fraught Relationship / Extractive Seeing: Visual Culture Studies and 
Cultural Sociology / Queering Gender, Art and Culture in the Age of Media Convergence / 
Part IV: Culture & Society / Symbolic Boundaries / Cultural Sociology of Religion and Beliefs 
/ Everyday Life: Past, Present and Possible / 'Turn Turn Turn!' Musicalizing Cultural Sociology 
with the 'in Action' Perspective / Part V: Culture & Politics / Cultural Citizenship / Dimensions 
of Culture in Social Movement Research / Cultural Nationalism / Cultural Sociology of News 
Media / Cultural Memory / Part VI: Arts & Aesthetics / (Cultural) Sociologies of Architecture? 
/ For a Sociology of the Cinema / Witnessing Culture: Museums, Exhibitions and the Artistic 
Encounter / Cultural Sociology of Fashion: On the Sartorial, Symbolic and Social / Popular 
Music and Cultural Sociology / Iconicity / The Cultural Sociology of Markets / Part VII: 
Culture & Consumption / A Sociological Introduction to Cultures and Consumption / Cultural 
Sociology: Brands / Cultural Sociology of Ethical Consumption

May 2016 • 616 pages
Cloth  (9781446271971) • £110.00

RANK HYPOCRISIES
The Insult of the REF

Derek Sayer Lancaster University

A must-read for all academics working in 
higher education today. In this scathing 
account, he not only criticizes the REF for 
discouraging innovation and harming staff 
morale, but also questions the REF's claim 
to provide 'expert review of the outputs' - the 
very heart of its legitimacy.

SAGE SWIFTS
2014 • 128 pages
Cloth  (9781473906563) • £45.00
eBook  (9781473910638) • £13.99

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
OF EMOTION
Darren Ellis and Ian Tucker 
University of East London

Analyzes the historical, philosophical, 
psychological, biological, sociological, post-
structural and technological perspectives 
of emotion that are important for a viable 
social psychology of emotion. Of interest to 
upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate 
students of psychosocial studies, the 
individual and society, and courses dealing with affect and emotion 
across the social sciences.

April 2015 • 216 pages
Cloth  (9781446254783) • £75.00
Paper  (9781446254790) • £24.99

BRANDS AND BRANDING
Stephen Brown University of Ulster

Brands surround us every day of our lives, from Boots to Bieber. This 
fun, humorous introductory book helps readers to begin to make sense 
of brands, what they are, what they do, why and how, through theory 
made enjoyable and plenty of current examples.

August 2016 • 304 pages
Cloth  (9781473919518) • £75.00
Paper  (9781473919525) • £24.99

Cultural Sociology / Education
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THE SOCIOLOGY OF 
EDUCATION
Tomas Boronski and Nasima Hassan 
University of East London

This contemporary textbook explains the 
basic principles of sociology in an accessible 
manner and relates these concepts to today's 
society and education system in order to 
deepen students' understanding of how 
these issues affect our lives and the world 
we live in. Throughout each chapter, thinking 
points and links to important literature encourage students to think 
critically and to develop a 'sociological imagination'. Coverage includes:

• the wider political and economic context for education in the UK, 
including an analysis of the reforms of the 2010 coalition government

• the role of education in a multicultural society
• how the curriculum can influence national identity
• inequalities in educational opportunity in terms of class, gender, 

ethnicity and disability.

CONTENTS
Sociology and Education Studies / Early Sociology of Education / Developments in 
Sociology of Education / Critical and Radical Pedagogies / Differential Educational 
Attainment and the Debate about Intelligence / Multiculturalism, 'Race' and Power / 
Re-Imagining Gender Roles / Inclusion, Disability and Special Educational Needs / The 
Social Construction of Childhood / Education Policy / Young People and Pupil Voice / 
Transformations

August 2015 • 264 pages
Cloth  (9781446272886) • £65.00
Paper  (9781446272893) • £22.99

THE ACADEMIC CAESAR
University Leadership is Hard

Steve Fuller University of Warwick

Aimed directly at those who aspire to be 
university leaders in these turbulent times, 
and written as an academic counterpart to 
Machiavelli's The Prince, The Academic 
Caesar explores four themes that are central 
to the contemporary university: its Caesar-
leaders, its economics, its disciplines, 
and whether academics have a future 
in universities.

Drawing on a wealth of experience writing about the social epistemology 
of higher education, Steve Fuller makes a witty, robust and provocative 
contribution to the ongoing debate about where the university has 
come from and where it is going. The Academic Caesar will prove a 
fascinating read for those seeking new insights into the current crisis in 
higher education as well as researchers and academics interested in the 
sociology of leadership.

CONTENTS
Introduction: The Neo-Liberal Moment in Higher Education / University Leadership 
in the Twenty-First Century: The Case for Academic Caesarism / Peer Review: Key 
to Knowledge as a Public Good the Academic Guild's Last Stand? / Macroeconomic 
Knowledge Policy for Academic Caesars and their Would Be Regulators / Postscript: 
The Proactionary University

SAGE SWIFTS
June 2016 • 120 pages
Cloth  (9781473961784) • £45.00
eBook  (9781473984905) • £15.00eBook  (9781473984905) • £15.00eBook  (9781473984905) • £15.00eBook  (9781473984905) • £15.00eBook  (9781473984905) • £15.00eBook  (9781473984905) • £15.00

BIG IDEAS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
David Edmonds BBC World and Nigel Warburton The Open University

Are human beings less violent than before? Why do we adopt certain moral 
and political judgements? Why is the gap between rich and poor getting 
bigger? How do we decide which criminal policies are effective? What is the 
Population Challenge for the 21st Century? What is social science? 

In Big Ideas in Social Science, David Edmonds and Nigel Warburton put 
these and more of our society's burning questions to 18 of the world’s leading 
social scientists including Steven Pinker, Ann Oakley, Lawrence Sherman, 
Kate Pickett, Robert J Shiller and Doreen Massey. 

The interviews for this book are based on the Social Science Bites series of 
podcasts, which can be freely accessed at www.socialsciencespace.com, 
and subscribed to via iTunes. Social Science Bites was inspired by the 
popular Philosophy Bites podcast (www.philosophybites.com), which was 
founded by David and Nigel in 2007 and has so far had 26 million downloads. 

December 2015 • 184 pages
Cloth  (9781473913790) • £50.00 
Paper  (9781473913806) • £12.99

EXAGGERATED CLAIMS?
The ESRC, 50 Years On 

David Walker 

What is the role of the state in distributing research money? How do 'arm's-
length' funding agencies relate to public policy and business? This original 
study looks at the main social science funding agency in the UK, which was 
established 50 years ago. It examines how funding decisions are related to 
power. Walker asks the tricky question, why has social science research 
not achieved a more salient role in state policy formation and management 
strategy: is the funding agency responsible? 

Insightful, engrossing and highly original, the book will be required reading 
for anyone who has written or will write a social science research bid and, 
more widely, for students of power, knowledge and culture.

December 2015 • 128 pages
Cloth  (9781473942233) • £45.00                                     
eBook  (9781473967045) • £14.99                                     

Understanding the Value of 
Social Science in Today’s World

Education
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RACE, GENDER, 
SEXUALITY, AND 
SOCIAL CLASS
Dimensions of Inequality 
and Identity

Second Edition

Edited by Susan J Ferguson 
Grinnell College

A new edition of this eye-opening exploration of how social statuses 
intersect to shape our identities and produce inequalities. The anthology 
is organized around broad topics (identity, power and privilege, social 
institutions, etc), rather than categories of difference to emphasize the 
point that race, class, gender and sexuality do not exist in isolation.

August 2015 • 656 pages
Paper  (9781483374956) • £43.99

KEY CONCEPTS IN GENDER STUDIES
Second Edition

Jane Pilcher University of Leicester and Imelda Whelehan 

The new edition of Key Concepts in Gender Studies is a lively and 
engaging introduction to the dynamic field of gender studies.  

Thoroughly revised throughout, the Second Edition benefits from the 
addition of nine new concepts including Gender Social Movements, 
Intersectionality and Mainstreaming.  

Each of the entries:

• begins with a concise definition
• outlines the history of each term and the debates surrounding it
• includes illustrations of how the concept has been applied within 

the field 
• offers examples which allow a critical re-evaluation of the concept
• is cross-referenced with the other key concepts
• provides guidance on further reading.
Key Concepts in Gender Studies reflects the complex and multi-faceted 
character of the field in a way that is accessible and appealing to 
undergraduate and postgraduate students in a range of social science 
and humanities disciplines.

SAGE KEY CONCEPTS SERIES
December 2016 • 208 pages
Cloth (9781446260289) • £65.00
Paper (9781446260296) • £21.99

KEY CONCEPTS IN GENDER STUDIES

THE SAGE HANDBOOK 
OF RESISTANCE
Edited by David Courpasson Emlyon 
Business School and Steven Vallas 
Northeastern University

Occupy, Indignados, The Tea Party, The 
Arab Spring and Anonymous - these 
and other terms have become part of an 
emerging lexicon in recent years, signalling 
an important development that has gripped 
many parts of the world. However, resistance 
and its conceptual 'companions', protest, contestation, opposition, 
disobedience and mobilization, all seem to be still mostly seen in public 
and private discourses as illegitimate and problematic forms of action. 

The SAGE Handbook of Resistance offers theoretical essays enabling 
readers to forge their own perspectives of what is resistance, and 
emphasizes the empirical and experiential dimension of resistance - 
making strong choices in terms of how contemporary topics related to 
resistance help to rethink our societies as 'protest societies'.

CONTENTS
Part I: Foundations / Globalization, Resistance, and Social Transformation / Emerging 
Subjectivity in Protest / The Complexities and Contradictions of Resistance: A Critical 
Intersectional Perspective / The Grand Refusal?: Struggling with Alternative Foucauldian-
Inspired Approaches to Resistance at Work / Part II: Sites Of Resistance / Resistance in 
Schools and Family Life / Prisons as Sites of Power and Resistance / Resisting the 24/7 Work 
Ethic - Shifting Modes of Regulation and Refusal in Organized Employment / The Body as a Site 
of Resistance / Part III: Technologies Of Resistance / Anonymous, Wiki-Leaks, and Resistance 
against Authority / Catholicism, Social Justice and Labor Struggle / Islam: Fundamentalism and 
Insurgency in the Arab Spring / Virtual Sphere and Local Mobilization / Part IV: Languages of 
Resistance / Musical Style, Youth Subcultures, and Cultural Resistance / Graffitti as Infrapolitics 
/ Discursive Resistance / Counter-Hegemonic Discourses / Part V: Geographies of Resistance 
/ Solidarity without Borders? / Cooperatives in Argentina / Rural Resistance in China / The 
Political Economy of Resistance: Neo-Liberal Regimes and Women in the Microfinance and 
Garment Sectors in Bangladesh / Guerilla Gardening / Part VI: Consequences of Resistance / 
Grass-Roots, "Astro-Turf," and Manufactured Populism / Entrepreneurial Resistance / Reading 
Resistance across Institutional Boundaries / Transnational Resistance as an Outcome of 
Globalization? The Case of WSF

October 2016 • 512 pages
Cloth  (9781473906433) • £120.00

THE KALEIDOSCOPE 
OF GENDER
Prisms, Patterns, 
and Possibilities

Fifth Edition

Edited by Joan Z Spade The College at 
Brockport, State University of New York and 
Catherine G Valentine Nazareth College

This provocative anthology provides 
comprehensive discussion and analysis of the critical theories, research 
findings, and applications in gender studies. The collection explains how 
the complex, evolving patterns of gender are created and changed by 
people as they interact at individual, group and institutional levels of life.

March 2016 • 688 pages
Paper  (9781483379487) • £55.00

THE KALEIDOSCOPE 

MEN OF THE WORLD
Genders, Globalizations, 
Transnational Times

Jeff Hearn Örebro University, 
Hanken School of Economics, and 
University of Huddersfield

A fascinating book. Read it - if only to 
discover what this consistently innovative 
writer means by "the abolition of men"

- Sylvia Walby, 
Distinguished Professor of Sociology 

and UNESCO Chair in Gender Research, 
Lancaster University

July 2015 • 280 pages
Cloth  (9781446207178) • £75.00
Paper  (9781446207185) • £24.99

Gender & Sexuality / Globalization & Social Change
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HYBRID POLITICS
Participation and 
Communication Practices

Laura Iannelli University of Sassari

Hybrid Politics examines the complex and 
intersected logics, platforms, practices, and 
contents of contemporary communication 
processes, by exploring their potential 
and practical implications in terms of 
political participation.

The book explores the 'hybridity' of politics 
and its relationship with the world of mass communication, with specific 
focus on the challenges created by the relationship between social 
media, broadcast media, and physical places of communication.

Building upon renowned global research, original case studies, and 
illustrating materials, the book proposes an innovative and challenging 
analytic strategy to describe, understand, and problematize the 
contemporary complexity of political participation and communication.

CONTENTS
Political Participation and Communication / Hybrid Participatory Politics and 
Communication / Connected Audiences of TV Politics / Tactical Activism between Popular 
Culture and the Web / Participatory Art in Hybrid Public Spaces

SAGE SWIFTS
August 2016 • 120 pages
Cloth  (9781473915787) • £45.00
eBook  (9781473917736) • £15.99

WAYS OF SOCIAL CHANGE
Making Sense of Modern Times

Second Edition

Garth Massey University of Wyoming

Explores the forces that influence the 
direction, scope and speed of social change: 
science and technology, social movements, 
war and revolution, large corporations, and 
the state. A concluding chapter encourages 
students to examine their own perspectives 
and offers ways to engage in social change.

September 2015 • 416 pages
Paper  (9781506306629) • £34.99

KEY CONCEPTS 
IN MIGRATION
David Bartram University of Leicester, 
Maritsa V Poros The City College Of 
New York, City University of New York and 
Pierre Monforte University of Leicester

Demonstrates that the study of 
international migration has really come of 
age. From acculturation to undocumented 
immigration, the authors consider more 
than three dozen concepts at the heart 
of migration studies... a valuable resource for students and 
scholars alike

- Nancy Foner, City University of New York

SAGE KEY CONCEPTS SERIES
2014 • 184 pages
Cloth  (9780857020789) • £65.00
Paper  (9780857020796) • £20.99

DEVELOPMENT AND 
SOCIAL CHANGE
A Global Perspective

Sixth Edition

Philip McMichael Cornell University

Philip McMichael describes a world 
undergoing profound social, political, and 
economic transformations, from the post-
World War II era through the present. He tells 
a story of development in four parts - colonialism, developmentalism, 
globalization, and sustainability - that shows how the global development 
"project" has taken different forms from one historical period to the next. 

Throughout the text, the underlying conceptual framework is that 
development is a political construct, created by dominant actors (states, 
multilateral institutions, corporations and economic coalitions) and 
based on unequal power arrangements. While rooted in ideas about 
progress and prosperity, development also produces crises that threaten 
the health and well-being of millions of people, and sparks organized 
resistance to its goals and policies. Frequent case studies make the 
intricacies of globalization concrete, meaningful and clear.

Development and Social Change challenges us to see ourselves as 
global citizens even as we are global consumers.

CONTENTS
Development: Theory and Reality / Part I: The Development Project (Late 1940s to Early 
1970s) / Instituting the Development Project / The Development Project: International 
Framework / Globalizing Developments / Part II: The Globalization Project (1980s to 
2000s) / Instituting the Globalization Project / The Globalization Project in Practice / Global 
Countermovements / Part III: Millennial Reckonings (2000s to Present) / The Globalization 
Project in Crisis / Sustainable Development? / Rethinking Development

April 2016 • 424 pages
Paper  (9781452275901) • £57.00

DEVELOPMENT AND 

THE POLITICS OF 
MIGRATION AND 
IMMIGRATION IN EUROPE
Second Edition

Andrew Geddes University of 
Sheffield and Peter Scholten 
Erasmus University Rotterdam

This Second Edition has been completely 
updated to cover recent events and issues 
including the Syrian refugee crisis, the Paris terror attacks, the rise of 
right-wing political parties, and the Shengen agreement, thus continuing 
to provide readers with a timely and significant resource.

August 2016 • 280 pages
Cloth  (9781849204675) • £75.00
Paper  (9781849204682) • £26.99

THE POLITICS OF 

Globalization & Social Change
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIOLOGY 
OF HEALTH AND ILLNESS
Third Edition

Kevin White Australian National University, Canberra

The bestselling An Introduction to the Sociology of Health and Illness 
has long been the go-to text for students looking for a clear, engaging 
and theoretically informed introduction to this dynamic topic.

Written with a truly sociological and critical perspective, and thoroughly 
updated to include the latest cutting-edge thinking in the area, the new 
edition is packed with new empirical examples.

Incorporating helpful learning features including chapter overviews, 
boxed cases, summaries and further reading, An Introduction to the 
Sociology of Health and Illness is a stimulating and thought-provoking 
essential text for students in health, nursing and sociology schools.

November 2016 • 216 pages
Cloth (9781473982079) • £85.00
Paper (9781473982086) • £27.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIOLOGY 

See the full listing of all our 
Sociology titles online at 
sagepublishing.com

UNDERSTANDING THE 
SOCIOLOGY OF HEALTH
An Introduction

Fourth Edition

Anne-Marie Barry Baccus Consulting 
and Chris Yuill Robert Gordon University

Now in its Fourth Edition, Understanding 
the Sociology of Health, continues to offer 
an easy-to-read introduction to sociological 
theories essential to understand the current health climate. Up-to-date 
with key policy and research, and including case studies and exercises 
to critically engage the reader, this book shows how sociology can 
answer complex questions about health and illness, such as why health 
inequalities exist.

The Fourth Edition includes:

• a more global perspective with international examples
• a new chapter on health technologies
• an updated website with videos of the author discussing key topics 

and MCQs
• a glossary, key concepts, chapter summaries and reflective questions.
Though aimed primarily at students on health and social care courses 
and professions allied to medicine, this textbook provides valuable 
insights for anyone interested in the social aspects of health.

CONTENTS
Part I: Theories, Perspectives and Concepts / Sociological Theory / Concepts of Health 
and Medicine / Medical Power and Knowledge and Challenging Medical Dominance / A 
Brief History of Health and Healing / Global Health and Wellbeing / Part II: Key Themes / 
Class and Health / Gender and Health / Ethnicity and health / Mental Health / Sexualities 
and Health / Sociology of the Body: Chronic Illness and Disability / Health, Ageing and 
the Life Course / Part III: Contexts / Place of Care / Health Care in Context / Sport, Health 
Exercise and Wellbeing / Death and Dying / Medical Technologies

September 2016 • 400 pages
Cloth  (9781473929449) • £75.00
Paper  (9781473929456) • £26.99

UNDERSTANDING THE 

DISABILITY STUDIES
An Interdisciplinary Introduction

Second Edition

Dan Goodley University of Sheffield

Passionate, engaging and challenging, this Second Edition of the 
ground-breaking Disability Studies is a contemporary introduction to 
this diverse and complex field. Taking an interdisciplinary and critical 
approach, the book:

• examines a diverse range of theories and perspectives, engaging with 
current debates in the field

• explores key areas of analysis, with chapters devoted to the individual, 
society, community and education

• applies a global perspective encompassing examples from the UK, 
Australia, Scandinavia, the US and Canada.

Encouraging readers with thought-provoking questions, exercises and 
activities, Disability Studies is a rich and rewarding read for students 
and researchers of disability across the social sciences.

CONTENTS
Beginnings / Politics / Difference / Society / Individuals / Subjectivity / Discourse / 
Community written with Rebecca Lawthom, Kirsty Liddiard and Katherine Runswick 
Cole / Education / Futures

November 2016 • 264 pages
Cloth  (9781446280676) • £70.00
Paper  (9781446280683) • £23.99

DISABILITY STUDIES

Health & Body
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THE NEW SOCIOLOGY OF SCOTLAND
David McCrone Edinburgh University

Written by a leading sociologist of Scotland, this groundbreaking new 
introduction is a comprehensive account of the social, political, economic 
and cultural processes at work in contemporary Scottish society.

At a time of major uncertainty and transformation, The New Sociology 
of Scotland explores every aspect of Scottish life. Placed firmly in the 
context of globalization, David McCrone:

• examines a broad range of topics including race and ethnicity, social 
inequality, national identity, health, class, education, sport, media 
and culture

• unpicks the ramifications of the Scottish parliament election of 
May 2016

• uses learning features such as suggested further reading and 
discussion questions to stimulate students to engage critically with 
issues raised.

Written in a lucid and accessible style, The New Sociology of Scotland 
is an indispensable guide for students of sociology and politics.

CONTENTS
Making Modern Scotland / How Do We Understand Scotland Sociologically? / Scotland's 
People: Who Are They? / Who 'Owns' Scotland Materially and Culturally? / Who Runs 
Scotland? / Power, Poverty and Social Inequality / Making a Living / Social Class and 
Social Opportunity / Education and Life Chances / Gendering Scotland / 'Race' and 
Ethnicity / Belonging / The Country / Greening Scotland / Social Order / Dying for Scotland 
/ Religion: How Have Scots Become a Godless People? / National Identity / Scotland and 
England: Making Sense of the Vis-A-Vis / Politics and National Identity / Scottish Culture 
and Iconography / Selling the Nation / Consumption and Life Style / Leisure in Scotland 
/ Playing for the Nation / Seeing Ourselves / Scotland in the World / 'My Granny was a 
McTavish' / Do Small Countries Like Scotland Matter? / The Futures of Scotland

December 2016 • 500 pages
Cloth  (9781473903883) • £85.00
Paper  (9781473903890) • £27.99 

Companion Websites
Many of our textbooks are supported by companion websites, 
which offer extra resources to students and lecturers alike – 
assisting lecturers with planning and supporting student learning. 
Wherever you see the companion website icon you can access 
further study resources.
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Resources for Lecturers
• PowerPoint slides
• Instructors manual
• Teaching notes
• Ideas for essay topics
• Handouts

Resources for Students
• Study notes
• Self test questions
• Case studies and data sets
• Videos and podcasts
• Glossaries
• Access to articles from leading SAGE journals

Companion website material typically includes:

Written by a leading sociologist of Scotland, this groundbreaking new 
introduction is a comprehensive account of the social, political, economic 

The New Sociology 
 explores every aspect of Scottish life. Placed firmly in the 

examines a broad range of topics including race and ethnicity, social 
inequality, national identity, health, class, education, sport, media 

unpicks the ramifications of the Scottish parliament election of 

uses learning features such as suggested further reading and 
discussion questions to stimulate students to engage critically with 

The New Sociology of Scotland 

Making Modern Scotland / How Do We Understand Scotland Sociologically? / Scotland's 
People: Who Are They? / Who 'Owns' Scotland Materially and Culturally? / Who Runs 
Scotland? / Power, Poverty and Social Inequality / Making a Living / Social Class and 
Social Opportunity / Education and Life Chances / Gendering Scotland / 'Race' and 
Ethnicity / Belonging / The Country / Greening Scotland / Social Order / Dying for Scotland 
/ Religion: How Have Scots Become a Godless People? / National Identity / Scotland and 
England: Making Sense of the Vis-A-Vis / Politics and National Identity / Scottish Culture 
and Iconography / Selling the Nation / Consumption and Life Style / Leisure in Scotland 
/ Playing for the Nation / Seeing Ourselves / Scotland in the World / 'My Granny was a 

Introductory Sociology
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Digital learning materials are revolutionizing the teaching 
and learning experience for you and your students…

Find out more at www.sagepub.co.uk/ebooks or contact your 
local SAGE representative at www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep

eBooks and 
Digital Solutions

Materials are available whenever 
students need them. They can  add 
notes, highlight text, and search the 
book on any device.

For students

Lecturers can create tailored 
textbooks for their teaching, provide 
students with digital copies of texts, 
and request digital inspection copies 
to instantly review SAGE books.

For lecturers
interactive 
& flexible 
learning

24/7 
access

review 
inspection 

copies

custom 
materials
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CULTURAL STUDIES
Theory and Practice

Fifth Edition

Chris Barker University of Wollongong and 
Emma Jane University of New South Wales

With over 40,000 copies sold, Cultural 
Studies has been the indispensable guide to 
studying culture for generations of students. 
Here is everything students need to know, 
with all the key concepts, theories and 
thinkers in one comprehensive, authoritative yet accessible resource. 
Teaching students the foundations of cultural studies - from ideology, 
representation and discourse to audiences, subcultures and cultural 
policy - this revised edition:

• fully explores the ubiquity of digital media culture, helping students 
analyze issues surrounding social media, surveillance, cyber-activism 
and more

• introduces students to all the key thinkers, from Stuart Hall and Michel 
Foucault to Judith Butler and Donna Haraway

• balances the classics with cutting edge theory, including case studies 
on e-commerce, the self-help industry, the transgender debate, and 
representations of race

• embraces popular culture in all of its diversity, from drag kings and 
gaming, to anime fandom and remix cultures

• is re-written throughout with a new co-author, making it a more 
enjoyable read than ever.

Unmatched in coverage and used worldwide, this is the essential 
companion for all students of cultural studies, culture and society, media 
and cultural theory, popular culture and cultural sociology.

CONTENTS
Part I: Culture and Cultural Studies / An Introduction to Cultural Studies / Questions 
of Culture and Ideology / Culture, Meaning, Knowledge: The Linguistic Turn in Cultural 
Studies / Biology, the Body and Culture / Part II: The Changing Context of Cultural Studies 
/ A New World Disorder? / Enter Postmodernism / Part III: Sites of Cultural Studies / 
Issues of Subjectivity and Identity / Ethnicity, Race and Nation / Sex, Subjectivity and 
Representation / Television, Texts and Audiences / Digital Media Culture / Cultural Space 
and Urban Place / Youth, Style and Resistance / Cultural Politics and Cultural Policy

May 2016 • 760 pages
Cloth  (9781473919440) • £100.00
Paper  (9781473919457) • £34.99

CULTURAL STUDIES

SUPERCONNECTED: THE 
INTERNET, DIGITAL MEDIA, 
AND TECHNO-SOCIAL LIFE
Mary Chayko Rutgers University

What does it mean to live in a superconnected 
society? Superconnected: The Internet, 
Digital Media, and Techno-Social Life 
brings together insights about digital 
technology and society from the fields of 
sociology, communication, psychology, 
media and technology studies. The result is a groundbreaking analysis 
of contemporary social life as it is influenced by the internet, social media, 
and mobile devices. 

Individual chapters explore topics such as how digital technology 
helped to shape the modern information age; information sharing and 
surveillance; digital socialization and development of the self; digital 
inequalities; global impacts; and the impact of the internet; and digital 
media across social institutions. The author's clear non-technical 
discussions and interdisciplinary synthesis make Superconnected 
an essential text for courses exploring how social life is affected when 
information and communication technology enter the picture.

CONTENTS
Superconnectedness / Creating the Internet Age / Inhabiting a Digital Environment / 
Sharing and Surveillance / Global Impacts and Inequalities / Techno-Socialization and 
the Self / Friending, Dating, and Relating / The Techno-Social Institutions / More Benefits 
and Hazards of 24/7 Superconnectedness / Our Superconnected Future

April 2016 • 272 pages
Paper  (9781452268798) • £30.99

Follow us for the latest info and free content from 
our books and journals, news on our authors and 
editors and conferences we’re attending, and 
general items of interest.

Connect with us...

@SAGEsociology

Media & Culture
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THE SECULAR RELIGION 
OF FANDOM
Pop Culture Pilgrim

Jennifer Otter Bickerdike 
Buckinghamshire New University

A t imely and of ten provocative 
examination of a phenomenon that 
has always been with us, and yet feels 
suddenly new again. Jennifer Otter 
Bickerdike asks why we seek solace, 
spiritual fulfillment, and connectedness in spaces that are not 
traditionally religious in nature, creating our own sacred spaces 
as we go. In the process she paves the way for us to reflect on 
how we confer meaning on the everyday via our new sacred 
texts, providing an excellent entry into our ongoing conversation 
about what constitutes religion in an increasingly secular world

- Katherine Larsen, Editor, Journal of Fandom Studies

CONTENTS
Introduction: Mecca for Muggles / Symbolic Pilgrimage / Mr Mojo Risin' / For the Love of 
Blood Suckers / Conclusion: The Mighty Hoards

SAGE SWIFTS
October 2015 • 120 pages
Cloth  (9781473907799) • £45.00
eBook  (9781473912663) • £13.99

MEDIA, CULTURE AND SOCIETY
An Introduction

Second Edition

Paul Hodkinson University of Surrey

Roundly praised for its accessible style and comprehensive coverage, 
this new edition of the bestselling Media, Culture and Society is a 
highly engaging introduction to this dynamic field. Key features of the 
new edition include:

• new chapters on Advertising & Sponsorship, and Media, 
Identity & Difference

• new material on newspaper regulation and fan cultures
• enhanced emphasis on digital media throughout
• updated topical examples and case studies.
Combining a critical survey of the field with a finely judged assessment 
of cutting-edge developments, this eagerly-awaited Second Edition 
cements its reputation as a 'must-have' text for any undergraduate 
student of media and communication studies, cultural studies, popular 
culture, and the sociology of the media.

CONTENTS
Introduction / Part I: Elements of Media / Media Technologies / Media Industry / Media 
Content / Media Users / Part II: Media, Power and Control / Media as Manipulation / 
Construction of News / Public Service or Personal Entertainment / Advertising and 
Sponsorship / Decline of the National Public: Commercialization, Fragmentation, 
Globalization / Part III: Media, Identity and Culture / Identity and Difference in Media 
Cultures / Media, Ethnicity and Diaspora / Media, Gender and Sexuality / Fans, 
Communities and Subcultures / Saturation, Fluidity and Loss of Meaning

December 2016 • 336 pages
Cloth  (9781473902350) • £80.00
Paper  (9781473902367) • £27.99

MEDIA, CULTURE AND SOCIETY

THE CRISIS OF PRESENCE 
IN CONTEMPORARY 
CULTURE
Ethics, Privacy and Speech in 
Mediated Social Life

Vincent Miller University of Kent

Focusing on the concept of presence, and 
the challenges that our changing presence 
poses to our ethics, privacy and public 
discourse, Miller illustrates how ubiquitous communication technologies 
have created a disjuncture between how we think we exist in the world 
and how we actually do exist through our use of devices. He claims the 
solution is not to focus exclusively on 'content' and its regulation as much 
as it is to examine, understand and resist the alienating aspects of the 
media itself. He suggests that such resistance involves several ambitious 
revisions in our ethical, legal and technological regimes.

CONTENTS
Metaphysical and Technological Presence / Presence, Proximity and Ethical Behaviour 
Online / 'Find Love in Canada': Distributed Selves, Abstraction and the Problem of Privacy 
and Autonomy / 'Going to Africa…': The Problem of Speech In A World Where We Write 
Instead of Talk

SAGE SWIFTS
December 2015 • 144 pages
Cloth  (9781473906570) • £45.00
eBook (9781473910652) • £13.99

SOCIAL MEDIA
A Critical Introduction

Second Edition

Christian Fuchs University of Westminster

With social media changing how we use and understand everything from 
communication and the news to transport, more than ever it is essential 
to ask the right kinds of questions about the business and politics of 
social media. This book equips you with the critical thinking you need 
to understand the complexities and contradictions and make informed 
judgements. 

This new edition:

• lays bare the structures and power relations at the heart of our 
media landscape

• explores the sharing economy of Uber and Airbnb in a brand 
new chapter

• takes us into the politics and economy of social media in China
• puts forward powerful arguments for how to achieve a social media 

that serves the purposes of a just and fair world.
This book is the essential, critical guide for all students of media 
studies and sociology. Readers will never look at social media the same 
way again.

CONTENTS
What is a Critical Introduction to Social Media? / What are Social Media and Big Data? 
/ Social Media as Participatory Culture / Social Media and Communication Power / The 
Power and Political Economy of Social Media / Google: Good or Evil Search Engine? / 
Facebook: Surveillance in the Age of Edward Snowden / Twitter and Democracy: A New 
Public Sphere? / Weibo and Chinese Capitalism / The Political Economy of Online Sharing 
Platforms in the Age of Airbnb and Uber / WikiLeaks: Can We Make Power Transparent? / 
Wikipedia: A New Democratic Form of Collaborative Work and Production? / Conclusion: 
Social Media and its Alternatives – Towards a Truly Social Media

December 2016 • 352 pages
Cloth  (9781473966826) • £85.00
Paper  (9781473966833) • £26.99

SOCIAL MEDIA

Media & Culture
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RACE AND SOCIETY
Tina Patel University of Salford

Race and Society is a thoughtful and critically engaging exploration of 
some of the key issues around race and racialization, which have arisen 
in what is considered to be a highly diverse and complex society.

With a progressive approach emphasizing the social construction of 
race issues within a post-racial era, moving away from essentialist and 
polarized explanations of raced interaction, Tina Patel:

• introduces the main concepts and key theories, including their post-
developments

• focuses on the processes and impact of racial categorization in 
contemporary society

• highlights the intersectional and multifaceted nature of race and 
related conceptualizations

• illustrates how race has morphed into newer forms of categorizations
• is packed with topical examples and international case studies to 

engage students, along with chapter summaries, study questions 
and further reading.

Race and Society is a highly readable and thought-provoking guide to 
the study of race and racialization processes for students of sociology, 
criminology and related disciplines.

CONTENTS
Categorizing Race / Understanding Society / Representations of Race / Identity and 
the Place of Race / The Other 'Isms' / Masking Racism in Society / Race in Social 
Institutions and Organizations / Human Rights, Equality and Legislation / Researching 
Race and Society

November 2016 • 208 pages
Cloth  (9781446287385) • £75.00
Paper  (9781446287392) • £25.99

OWNING THE WORLD 
OF IDEAS
Intellectual Property and Global 
Network Capitalism

Matthew David Durham 
University and Debora Halbert 
University of Hawaii at Manoa

A critical and interdisciplinary exploration 
of the role of international copyright in 
today's global, networked economy. David 
and Halbert offer an incisive and powerful analysis of contemporary 
information capitalism.

SAGE SWIFTS
August 2015 • 136 pages
Cloth  (9781473915763) • £45.00
eBook  (9781473927575) • £13.99

RESEARCHING RACISM
A Guidebook for Academics 
and Professional Investigators

Muzammil Quraishi and Rob Philburn 
both at University of Salford

Identifying a need for an empirical guide 
to complement the abundant theoretical 
literature, this book combines a variety 
of practical avenues of advice with 
analytical sophistication, without losing 
any of the subject matter's complexities... 
particularly useful in thinking through projects from start 
to completion

- Steve Garner, The Open University

April 2015 • 184 pages
Cloth  (9781847875334) • £65.00
Paper  (9781847875341) • £22.99

For more information and a demo go to
study.sagepub.com/theessaywritingkit 

The Essay Writing Kit
The one-stop toolkit for improving academic writing.

• VLE compatible interactive writing course
• Improves students’ academic writing skills
• Includes videos, test questions and exercises
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Bestsellers
in Sociology

MEDIA AND SOCIETY
Production, Content 
and Participation

Nicholas Carah and Eric Louw 
both at University of Queensland

A cutting-edge, student focused introduction 
to the broad field of media, culture and 
society. Louw and Carah critically explore the 
emergence of interactive, social and mobile 
media, alongside established questions of 
production, content and participation.

2015 • 352 pages
Cloth  (9781446267684) • £75.00
Paper  (9781446267691) • £24.99

SPORT AND SOCIETY
A Student Introduction

Third Edition

Edited by Barrie Houlihan and Dominic 
Malcolm both at Loughborough University

A long-awaited new edition of this bestselling 
exploration of the relationship between sport 
and contemporary society. A must-read 
for students of sports studies, sports 
development and the sociology of sport.

December 2015 • 608 pages
Cloth  (9781446276174) • £90.00
Paper  (9781446276181) • £31.99

MARX, DURKHEIM, WEBER
Formations of Modern 
Social Thought

Second Edition

Ken Morrison 
Wilfrid Laurier University, Ontario

An excellent introduction to classical 
social theory. For most students it is 
the only book on the subject that they 
will need. The expositions are clear and 
comprehensive, outlining with almost 
alarming clarity ideas with which many 
of us have to struggle

- Alan Bryman, 
University of Leicester

2006 • 480 pages
Cloth  (9780761970552) • £88.00
Paper  (9780761970569) • £29.99

GENDER AND SEXUALITY
Critical Theories, 
Critical Thinkers

Chris Beasley University of Adelaide

A comprehensive overview and critique of 
critical theories and thinkers in feminism, 
sexuality studies and men's studies. Chris 
Beasley's clear and concise introduction 
combines a wide-ranging survey of the 
major theorists, perspectives, debates and 
key concepts.

2005 • 304 pages
Cloth  (9780761969785) • £88.00
Paper  (9780761969792) • £28.99   
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GOVERNMENTALITY
Power and Rule in 
Modern Society

Second Edition

Mitchell Dean University of Newcastle

This Second Edition thoughtfully extends 
and develops the original text, offers an 
illuminating new introduction and effectively 
outlines directions for further study and 
analysis. It will be welcomed and valued 
by teachers and students addressing 
Foucault's work on governmentality and 
by those interested in exploring its contemporary relevance. 
Undoubtedly it is the key text in its field

- Barry Smart, 
Portsmouth University

2009 • 304 pages
Cloth  (9781847873835) • £89.00
Paper  (9781847873842) • £29.99

KEY CONCEPTS IN 
CHILDHOOD STUDIES
Second Edition

Allison James and Adrian James 
both at University of Sheffield

James and James have produced 
a book which will define 
Childhood Studies in the coming 
years... Indispensable to anyone 
interested in studying childhood

- Heather Montgomery, 
The Open University

SAGE KEY CONCEPTS SERIES
2012 • 160 pages
Cloth  (9781446201893) • £65.00
Paper  (9781446201909) • £20.99

THE SOCIOLOGY OF WORK
Continuity and Change in Paid 
and Unpaid Work

Second Edition

Stephen Edgell University of Salford

Explores all aspects of work including paid 
and unpaid, standard and non-standard 
and unemployment. New material covers 
the theories and practices of globalization, 
interactive service work, economic crisis, 
technological and organizational change, 
and trade unions.

2011 • 296 pages
Cloth  (9781849204125) • £85.00
Paper  (9781849204132) • £28.99

THE TOURIST 
GAZE 3.0
Third Edition

John Urry Lancaster University and 
Jonas Larsen University of Roskilde

The Tourist Gaze has been absorbing its 
readers for more than two decades. This 
expanded Third Edition is a landmark in 
its own right; deepening and broadening 
its approach to the study of tourism in 
the era of the internet, global warming 
and peak oil

- Meaghan Morris, Lingnan University
and University of Sydney

PUBLISHED IN ASSOCIATION WITH THEORY, CULTURE & SOCIETY
2011 • 296 pages
Cloth  (9781849203760) • £92.00
Paper  (9781849203777) • £29.99

UNDERSTANDING 
SOCIAL THEORY
Second Edition

Derek Layder 
University of Leicester

One of the most comprehensive, 
incisive and readable treatments 
of the macro-micro problem 
now available

- Professor Paul Colomy, 
University of Denver

2005 • 336 pages
Cloth  (9780761944492) • £89.00
Paper  (9780761944508) • £29.99

View all of our bestselling
titles online at
sagepublishing.com
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AN ADVENTURE
IN STATISTICS
The Reality Enigma

Andy Field University of Sussex

Will Zach find the missing love of his life and 
save the world? Statistically speaking, the 
odds don't look good... 

Once again, bestselling, award-winning 
author and teacher Andy Field hasn't just 
broken the traditional textbook mould with 
his new novel/textbook, he has forged in the fire of his imagination the 
only statistics book on the market with a terrifying probability bridge, 
zombies and talking cats! 

His unique approach introduces students across the social sciences to 
the importance and relevance of statistics in a lavishly illustrated format 
and style that overcomes traditional anxiety for the subject and dullness 
of typical offerings. 

As with the immensely successful Discovering Statistics Using IBM 
SPSS Statistics and Discovering Statistics Using R, his motives 
for writing An Adventure in Statistics stem from his desire to make 
statistics a bit more pleasant to learn and to counter his negative 
experience of textbooks when he was a student.

The medium, the message and the rock-solid statistics coverage combine 
to raise the level of attainment of even the most Maths-phobic student 
on their first statistics course, covering in more detail, the introductory 
content his previous books touch on.  

In doing so, it provides an unrivalled launchpad to further study, research 
and inquisitiveness about the real world which equips students with the 
skills to succeed in their chosen degree and which they can go on to 
apply in the workplace.

CONTENTS
Why You Need Science / Reporting Research, Variables and Measurement / Summarizing 
Data / Fitting Models (Central Tendency) / Presenting Data / Z-Scores / Probability / 
Inferential Statistics: Going Beyond the Data / Robust Estimation / Hypothesis Testing 
/ Modern Approaches to Theory Testing / Assumptions / Relationships / The General 
Linear Model / Comparing Two Means / Comparing Several Means / Factorial Designs

May 2016 • 768 pages
Cloth  (9781446210444) • £90.00
Paper  (9781446210451) • £32.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
SECONDARY DATA 
ANALYSIS WITH IBM 
SPSS STATISTICS
John MacInnes University of Edinburgh

Many professional, high-quality surveys 
collect data on people's behaviour, 
experiences, lifestyles and attitudes. The 
data they produce is more accessible 
than ever before. This book provides students with a comprehensive 
introduction to using this data, as well as transactional data and big data 
sources, in their own research projects. Students will find all they need 
to know about locating, accessing, preparing and analyzing secondary 
data, along with step-by-step instructions for using IBM SPSS statistics. 

Using case studies and video animations to illustrate each step of the 
research process, this book provides the quantitative analysis skills 
needed to pass exams, complete a research project and compete in the 
job market. Exercises throughout the book and on the book's companion 
website provide opportunities to practice, check understanding and work 
hands-on with real data as students learn.

November 2016 • 368 pages
Cloth  (9781446285763) • £85.00
Paper  (9781446285770) • £28.99

Our online catalogues 
are now interactive
Visit sagepub.co.uk/catalogues to start 
using our interactive catalogue, instantly fi nd 
out more about each book and place your 
order directly

STATISTICS WITHOUT 
MATHEMATICS
David J Bartholomew 
London School of Economics

Bartholomew brings a wealth of 
experience to this book, explaining all 
of the most fundamental concepts 
in statistics with insight but without 
technicalities. This is an excellent read 
for the learner or the teacher, to establish 
or reinforce a proper understanding of 
what statistics is really all about

- Neil Sheldon, Associate Lecturer, RSS Centre 
for Statistical Education, Plymouth University

October 2015 • 192 pages
Cloth  (9781473902442) • £75.00
Paper  (9781473902459) • £24.99

Research Methods & Methodology
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF SOCIAL MEDIA 
RESEARCH METHODS
Edited by Luke Sloan Cardiff 
University and Anabel Quan-Haase 
Western University

The Sage Handbook of Social Media 
Research Methods is the first book to cover 
not only the entire research process in social 
media research from question formulation 
to the interpretation of research findings, but also to include specific 
chapters and examples on how data collection and analysis takes place 
on specific social media platforms such as Twitter and Instagram. 

This step-by-step guide to overcoming the challenges of working with 
'big and broad data' is organized into eight sections:

• Designing Social Media Research
• Collection & Storage
• Analysis of Qualitative Social Media Data
• Analysis of Quantitative Social Media Data
• Analysis of Mixed Social Media Data
• Analytical Tools
• Platforms
• Theoretical Issues and Debates
The handbook is the single most comprehensive resource for any scholar 
or graduate student embarking on a social media project. 

December 2016 • 592 pages
Cloth  (9781473916326) • £110.00

Watch out for titles that come with a SAGE edge site!

SAGE edge offers a range of open access online tools and resources that 

you can use to help integrate quality content and create 
a rich learning environment for your students, and which 

your students can use to reinforce knowledge retention 
and check progress throughout their course.

THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF ONLINE RESEARCH 
METHODS
Second Edition

Edited by Nigel G Fielding University 
of Surrey, Raymond M Lee Royal 
Holloway, University of London and 
Grant Blank University of Oxford

Online research methods are popular, 
dynamic and fast-changing. Following on from the great success of 
the first edition, published in 2008, The SAGE Handbook of Online 
Research Methods, Second Edition offers both updates of existing 
subject areas and new chapters covering more recent developments, 
such as social media, big data, data visualization and CAQDAS.

Bringing together the leading names in both qualitative and quantitative 
online research, this new edition is organized into eight sections:

• The Online Research Environment
• Designing Online Research
• Online Data Capture and Data Collection
• The Online Survey
• Digital Text Analysis
• Virtual Ethnography
• Online Secondary Analysis: Resources and Methods
• The Future of Online Social Research
This is an essential resource for anyone interested in the contemporary 
practice of computer-mediated research and scholarship.

November 2016 • 672 pages
Cloth  (9781473918788) • £110.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK

Research Methods & Methodology
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SOCIAL MEDIA 
FOR ACADEMICS
Mark Carrigan University of Warwick

Social media is an increasingly important 
part of academic life that can be a 
fantastic medium for promoting your 
work, networking with colleagues and for 
demonstrating impact. However, alongside 
the opportunities, it also poses challenging 
questions about how to engage online, and 
how to represent yourself professionally. 

This practical book provides clear guidance on effectively and intelligently 
using social media for academic purposes across disciplines, from 
publicizing your work and building networks, to engaging the public with 
your research. It is supported by real-life examples and underpinned 
by principles of good practice to ensure you have the skills to make the 
most of this exciting medium. You'll find advice on:

• using social media to publicize your work
• potential pitfalls and how to avoid them
• the evolving role of social media in higher education
• defining digital scholarship
• managing your identity online
• finding time for social media
• near-future trends in academia. 
Visit the author's own blog for more insights and discussion on social 
media academic practice at http://markcarrigan.net/

CONTENTS
Social Media and Digital Scholarship / Using Social Media to Publicize Your Work / Using 
Social Media to Build Your Network / Using Social Media for Public Engagement / Using 
Social Media to Manage Information / Professional Identity in an Age of Social Media 
/ Communicating Effectively Online / Finding the Time for Social Media / The Future 
Landscape of Academic Social Media

March 2016 • 208 pages
Cloth  (9781446298688) • £65.00
Paper  (9781446298695) • £22.99

DOING REAL RESEARCH
A Practical Guide to 
Social Research

Eric Jensen University of Warwick 
and Charles Laurie

Challenging us to move beyond the formality 
and idealized settings of conventional 
methods teaching, this pragmatic book offers 
frank advice designed to empower students 
and researchers working in the real world.

Theoretically robust and with an exhaustive 
coverage of key methodologies and methods, it sets out the cornerstones 
of social research within a multidisciplinary, international context. 
Examples reflect research conducted inside and outside formal 
university settings with case studies ranging from the extremes of war-
torn countries to the complexities of school classrooms.

Supported by a wealth of learning features and tools, the textbook and 
website include:

• video top tips 
• podcasts
• full-text journal articles
• links to external websites and blogs
• student exercises
• real-world case studies.

CONTENTS
Part I: Laying the Foundations / Research Design: Planning for the Unknowable, the 
Unexpected and the Undesirable / How to Do a Literature Review: Using Existing Evidence 
and Ideas to Build a Foundation / How to Be an Ethical Researcher / Part II: In the 
Field / How to Manage Risk: Protecting Yourself and Your Equipment / How to Find a 
Representative Sample / How to Gain Research Participation / Part III: Data Collection 
Methods / How to Do Survey Research / How to Do Interviews and Focus Groups / How 
to Use Existing Data: Challenges and Opportunities / Part IV: Managing and Analyzing 
Data / How to Manage your Data / How to Do Qualitative Data Analysis / How to Do 
Quantitative Data Analysis / Part V: Presenting Your Research / How to Write up Your 
Research / Concluding Thoughts

March 2016 • 400 pages
Cloth  (9781446273876) • £85.00
Paper  (9781446273883) • £27.99

SEVEN STEPS TO A 
COMPREHENSIVE 
LITERATURE REVIEW
A Multimodal and 
Cultural Approach

Anthony J Onwuegbuzie 
Sam Houston State University and 
Rebecca Frels Lamar University

With a key focus on mixed methods, 
coverage of the 'why' as well as the 'how', and clear explanation of 
the CORE system, this book will be instrumental in helping readers to 
produce organized, ethical, insightful and, of course, comprehensive 
literature reviews.

February 2016 • 440 pages
Cloth  (9781446248911) • £75.00
Paper  (9781446248928) • £26.99

 Free Digital Inspection 
Copies for Lecturers

SAGE has teamed up with a number of online 
delivery partners so lecturers can have digital 
access to textbooks for consideration for 
course use. 
Contact your local sales representative at 
www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep for all your 
course needs. 
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SYSTEMATIC 
APPROACHES TO 
A SUCCESSFUL 
LITERATURE REVIEW
Second Edition

Andrew Booth University of Sheffield, 
Anthea Sutton and Diana Papaioannou

Taking readers step-by-step through the 
process of approaching their literature review in a structured and 
organized way, this book applies systematic principles to a wide range 
of literature review types. The authors introduce the different review 
types and help readers to choose which approach is right for their 
research. Through numerous examples, case studies and exercises, the 
book covers often-neglected areas of literature review such as concept 
analysis, scoping and mapping.

The latest edition includes practical tools for supporting the various 
stages of the review process, including;

• managing a literature review
• choosing a literature review method
• searching the literature
• assessing the quality of the literature
• synthesizing qualitative and quantitative data
• writing up and presenting data.

CONTENTS
Getting Started on Your Literature Review / Taking a Systematic Approach to Your 
Literature Review / Choosing Your Review Methods / Planning Your Literature Review 
/ Defining Your Scope / Searching the Literature / Assessing the Evidence Base / 
Synthesizing and Analyzing Quantitative Studies / Synthesizing and Analyzing Qualitative 
Studies / Writing, Presenting and Disseminating Your Review

May 2016 • 336 pages
Cloth  (9781473912458) • £75.00
Paper  (9781473912465) • £26.99

SYSTEMATIC 
AN INTRODUCTION TO 
SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
Second Edition

Edited by David Gough, Sandy Oliver and 
James Thomas all at University of London

Focused on actively using systematic 
review as method, this book provides 
clear, step-by-step advice on the logic and 
processes of systematic reviewing and 
covers the full breadth of approaches from 
statistical meta-analysis to meta-ethnography. Stressing the importance 
of rigour and accuracy throughout, the book enables students to conduct 
strategic reviews with the same level of quality expected of any method 
of primary research. The new edition includes:

• a new chapter on statistical methods
• coverage of computer-assisted methods
• expanded sections on data extraction and management
• more on strategic approaches to theory and data for 

answering questions.
With interdisciplinary examples and a full range of data types, this new 
edition will be a broad and deep introduction to systematic reviewing 
for any student.

CONTENTS
Introducing Systematic Reviews / Stakeholder Perspectives and Participation in Reviews 
/ Commonality and Diversity in Reviews / Getting Started with a Review / Finding Relevant 
Studies / Describing and Analyzing Studies / Review Management through Information 
Technology / Synthesis Part I: Methodological Foundations and Systematic Narrative 
Methods / Synthesis Part II: Statistical Methods / Quality and Relevance Appraisal / 
Using Research Findings

November 2016 • 360 pages
Cloth  (9781473929425) • £85.00
Paper  (9781473929432) • £28.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO 

“A highly valuable 
resource for beginning 

researchers… a dynamic 
and unique new entry for 
social and health sciences 
research.”

- Amy Hoseth,
The Charleston Advisor, 

October 2012
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UNDERSTANDING THE 
SOCIAL WORLD
Research Methods for the 
21st Century

Russell K Schutt 
University of Massachusetts, Boston

This book focuses squarely on the research 
requirements of a social world shaped by 
big data and social media, Instagram and 
avatars, blogs and tweets; and it confronts 
the research difficulties created by mobile phones, privacy concerns, 
linguistic diversity and multicultural neighbourhoods. The book is 
fast-paced and visually sleek, taking students across disciplinary 
and national boundaries and transcending past research issues by 
emphasizing mixed methods, concern for human subjects and application 
of results. Key features include:

• a full chapter on ethics as well as end-of-chapter sections to apply 
ethical considerations to the method under study 

• 'Research in the News' and 'Careers and Research' boxes
• an Interactive eBook which will provide online accessibility to the 

book with links to researcher interviews, journal articles, video clips 
and self-quizzes.

CONTENTS
Part I: Foundations for Social Research / Science, Society, and Social Research / The 
Process and Problems of Social Research / Research Ethics / Part II: Fundamentals of 
Social Research / Conceptualization and Measurement / Sampling and Generalizability 
/ Causation and Experimental Design / Part III: Basic Social Research Designs / Survey 
Research / Qualitative Methods / Unobtrusive Methods / Evaluation and Mixed-Methods 
Research / Part IV: Analysis and Reporting of Social Research / Quantitative Data Analysis 
/ Qualitative Data Analysis / Summarizing and Reporting Research / Appendix A: Questions 
to Ask About a Research Article / Appendix B: How to Read a Research Article

April 2016 • 280 pages
Paper  (9781506306018) • £52.00

RESEARCHING 
SOCIAL LIFE
Fourth Edition

Edited by Nigel Gilbert and 
Paul Stoneman Department of 
Sociology, University of Surrey

Paul Stoneman and Nigel Gilbert breathe new 
energy into this classic bestselling textbook 
providing clear, relevant advice and extensive 
coverage of all the research methods you 
need to understand today's society.

Packed full of examples from across the social sciences, Researching 
Social Life sets out all of the challenges and opportunities of 
interpreting and conducting research with qualitative, quantitative and 
mixed methods.

The book follows the chronology of a typical research project, from initial 
conception through to the collection, management and analysis of data; 
it also includes material on how best to write up and disseminate your 
research. This pragmatic approach mirrors the reality of conducting 
research and allows the handpicked, internationally renowned 
contributors to embed real case studies from their own research in 
each chapter.

The student-orientated pedagogy is carefully woven throughout the book 
and further supported by a cutting-edge website. Key tools include: 

• in-depth worked examples
• case studies
• discussion questions
• checklists
• annotated further reading
• practical top tips for doing research.
With unparalleled breadth and depth, this trusted and respected textbook 
is an essential guide for anyone engaging with social research.

CONTENTS
Part I: Foundations and First Steps / Conceptualizing Social Life / Research, Theory and 
Method / Formulating and Refining a Research Question / Conducting Systematic Reviews 
in the Social Sciences / Part II: Choosing Your Research Strategy / Quantitative Research / 
Grounded Theory and Inductive Research / Mixed Methods / Participatory Approaches to 
Social Research / Evaluation Research / International Comparative Research / The Ethics 
of Social Research / Part III: Collecting Data / Designing and Collecting Survey Samples 
/ Questionnaire Design / Measuring Attitudes / Qualitative Interviewing / Focus Groups / 
Ethnography / The Internet and Research Methods / Part IV: Analyzing Data / Coding and 
Managing Data / Analyzing Survey Data / Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis 
(CAQDAS) / Thematic Analysis / Narrative Analysis / Applying Conversation Analysis and 
Membership Categorization Analysis to Qualitative Data / Analyzing Visual Materials / 
Digital Social Research / Part V: Writing about Social Research and its Impact / Writing 
about Social Research / The Impact of Social Research

December 2015 • 624 pages
Cloth  (9781446295441) • £90.00
Paper  (9781446295458) • £32.99

COVERT RESEARCH
The Art, Politics and Ethics of 
Undercover Research

David Calvey 
Manchester Metropolitan University

There is a both a fear and fascination with 
undercover research in the social sciences. 
It is an emotive and controversial field which 
is equated with deception and transgression 
in an era of increasing ethical regimentation. 

This book explores the roots of covert 
research, including the classic exemplars, as well as examining 
its contemporary dispersed place in the social sciences. Recent 
developments and links to auto-ethnography, cyber-lurking and 
investigative journalism are explored. 

David Calvey uses a diverse variety of case study materials, including 
his work on bouncers in the night-time economy. He argues that covert 
research has a creative and robust tradition and role in the social 
community rather than a maligned and submerged one, and that covert 
research needs to be rehabilitated and appropriately used. Covert 
research should ultimately become part of the critical imagination and 
methodological toolkit for social science students.

CONTENTS
Roots of Covert Research - Historical / Classic Exemplars - Goffman, Humphreys, Milgram 
and Rosenhan / The Covert Diaspora: A Submerged Tradition / Bouncers in the Night-Time 
Economy - Biographical Case Study / Debates about Covert Research: Ethics and Informed 
Consent / Renaissance: Auto Ethnography, Cyber Lurking and Investigative Journalism

December 2016 • 240 pages
Cloth  (9781849203838) • £75.00
Paper  (9781849203845) • £24.99

Green SAGE
Did you know you can now go paperless?

If you’d prefer to receive our catalogues and book 
information by email, you can switch off print by updating 
your communication preferences at
www.sagepub.co.uk/myaccount
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DOING FIELDWORK
Christopher Pole University of Brighton 
and Sam Hillyard Durham University

This is a book about doing research. Not 
research in general, but a specific kind of 
research which is as much about the role 
of the researcher as it is about the focus of 
the research. The intention is to provide an 
open and frank account of what it is like to do 
research: where you, the researcher, are the 
reason why it will succeed or fail; where you 
are the main influence on what the research 
will discover and; how it will be received and evaluated by those who read 
or use its findings. This book is about research that is based on fieldwork.

Fieldwork is about getting out there, wherever 'there' is, and becoming 
part of what is going on. Christopher Pole and Sam Hillyard explore what 
doing fieldwork entails and what kinds of knowledge and understanding 
it can lead to. They talk about the excitement of research, the challenges 
and frustrations, the rewards, the tedium and the sheer hard slog that all 
research projects involve in different proportions, at one time or another.

This is not 'how to do it', but more 'how it has been done and what it's 
actually like to do it'. It will be an illuminating read for students undertaking 
dissertations and research projects across the social sciences.

CONTENTS
What is Fieldwork? / Finding the Field / Field Relations / Tools For the Field / Fieldwork: 
Values and Ethics / When It's Time to Go / Analysis

December 2015 • 184 pages
Cloth  (9780761959632) • £75.00
Paper  (9780761959649) • £24.99

KEY CONCEPTS IN THE 
PHILOSOPHY OF 
SOCIAL RESEARCH
Malcolm Williams University of Cardiff

We need researchers who are philosophically 
informed rather than philosophically 
obsessed or philosophically oppressed. 
With this book, Malcolm Williams strikes 
the exact balance

- Ray Pawson, Emeritus Professor, 
University of Leeds

This book is an ideal introduction for any student or social researcher 
hoping to better understand the philosophical issues that inform 
social research. Williams is the perfect guide providing short, focused 
introductions to key concepts alongside an engaging overview of how 
we interpret and conduct research. 

The book covers everything from core research methods, to ethical 
concerns and an exploration of the metaphysics of social life, with each 
entry providing:

• clear definitions
• real-world examples
• suggestions for further reading
• informative cross-referencing
• lists of key thinkers.

CONTENTS
Causality / Complexity / Contingency and Necessity / Empiricism / Epistemology / Ethics 
and Morality / Experiments / Explanation / Falsification / Feminism / Functionalism / 
Generalization and Laws / Hypothesis(es) / Idealism / Individualism and Holism / Induction 
/ Interpretation and Meaning / Language / Logic and Truth / Materialism / Mechanisms and 
Models / Objectivity-Subjectivity / Observation / Ontology / Positivism / Postmodernism 
/ Pragmatism / Probability / Rationality / Realism / Relativism / Social Construction / 
Statistics / Theory / Time

SAGE KEY CONCEPTS SERIES
September 2016 • 240 pages
Cloth  (9780857027412) • £65.00
Paper  (9780857027429) • £20.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO EVALUATION
Chris Fox, Robert Grimm both at Manchester Metropolitan 
University and Rute Caldeira Head of Monitoring, 
Evaluation and Learning at Transparency International

Both practical and theoretical in approach, this book is the perfect 
companion for any student undertaking their own evaluations or 
appraising existing evaluations. It describes broad evaluation frameworks, 
specific methods that can be used, and offers practical advice for 
planning and implementing evaluations while also instilling an ability to 
assess evaluation evidence critically and consider the ways in which this 
evidence could influence policy and practice.

October 2016 • 264 pages
Cloth  (9781473902862) • £85.00
Paper  (9781473902879) • £28.99

WORKPLACE RESEARCH
Conducting small-scale research 
in organizations

Zina O'Leary and Jennifer S Hunt 
both at University of Sydney

Identifying and addressing all of the 
challenges and opportunities posed when 
doing small-scale applied workplace-based 
research, this practical and applied guide 
provides readers with all they need to 
be able to deliver successful, impactful 
research projects.

May 2016 • 280 pages
Cloth  (9781473913202) • £75.00
Paper  (9781473913219) • £24.99
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THE HOW TO OF 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Janice D Aurini University of Waterloo, 
Melanie Heath McMaster University and 
Stephanie Howells University of Guelph

Focused on showing researchers how to 
design a high-quality project and use data 
collection instruments, this book offers a 
step-by-step approach to the 'what', 'why' 
and 'how' of qualitative research.

With clear instructions for developing a 
research design and complementary research tools, this book is not 
about describing or theorizing qualitative methods, but how researchers 
actually create and execute these methods. Helping students conquer the 
practical issues many novice researchers face, the book provides them 
with the tools they need to answer critical questions such as:

• what are some ways to sample potential participants?
• how do I construct an interview schedule?
• should I be thinking of a single case study or a comparative study?
• what and how should I record in the field?
• what other sources of data should I consider?

CONTENTS
Introduction: Why Write 'Another' Qualitative Methods Book? / From Research 
Conceptualization to Research Questions: Getting Started and Advancing Ongoing 
Projects / Designing Qualitative Projects: 'Selecting the Right Tools for the Right Job' 
/ The How-To of Interviewing: Making What People Say Matter / The How-To of Focus 
Group Interviewing / The How-To of Field Research / The How-To of Unobtrusive Methods: 
The Beauty of Social, Physical and Visual Artifacts / The How-To of Data Analysis: The 
Beginners Guide to Coding / The How-To of Writing Up Qualitative Research Projects

May 2016 • 248 pages
Cloth  (9781446267080) • £85.00
Paper  (9781446267097) • £28.99

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Fourth Edition

Edited by David Silverman Professor 
Emeritus, Goldsmiths, University of London

A who's who of methodologists, this book 
introduces students to the big picture of 
qualitative research, teaching both the 'why' 
and the 'how to' of getting started, selecting 
a method and conducting research and data 
analysis. With practical tips, summaries, 
exercises and suggestions for further 
reading, each chapter is like a masterclass from a leading scholar in 
qualitative research. 

New to the Fourth Edition:

• a streamlined structure to guide readers step by step through the 
research process

• substantial new section with four chapters on how to collect and 
analyze online data

• a new chapter on reflexive ethnography
• more hands-on advice on how to conduct research at every stage, 

making this a perfect field handbook
• updated reading lists that provide a go-to guide to the literature and 

help improve citations.
The most comprehensive qualitative research book available, this is the 
perfect all-in-one companion for any student embarking on a qualitative 
research course or project.

CONTENTS
Introducing Qualitative Research / Addressing Social Problems through Qualitative 
Research / Ethics and Qualitative Research / The 'Inside' and the 'Outside': Finding 
Realities in Interviews / Animating Interview Narratives / Analyzing Focus Group Data 
/ Ethnography / Organizational Ethnography / Practising Reflexivity in Ethnography 
/ Analyzing Documents through Fieldwork / Using Documents in Social Research / 
Discursive Psychology and the Study of Naturally Occurring Talk / Conversation Analysis: 
Practices and Methods / Conceptualizing Internet Research / Online Interviews / Using 
CA and DA on Internet Data / Using CDA on Internet Data / Conceptualizing Visual Data 
/ Video and the Analysis of Social Interaction / Some Pragmatics of Qualitative Data 
Analysis / Constructing Grounded Theory Analyses / What's Different about Narrative 
Inquiry? Cases, Categories and Contexts / Systematic Reviews and Qualitative Methods / 
Secondary Analysis of Qualitative Data / Validity in Research / The Three Faces of Writing 
Qualitative Research: Practice, Genre, and Audience

May 2016 • 480 pages
Cloth  (9781473916562) • £90.00
Paper  (9781473916579) • £31.99

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

DOING & WRITING 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Third Edition

Adrian Holliday 
Canterbury Christ Church University

Approachable and logically structured, 
this new edition expertly sets out the many 
roles of writing in research. From the more 
theoretical subjects (research strategies, data 
types and writing styles) to the nitty gritty 
practicalities (conventions, taking notes and writing questions), each 
chapter covers many common concerns writers face when attempting 
to transform complex data and real-world research experiences into 
textual products. 

With fully updated examples and case studies as well as a strong 
focus on using less traditional forms of data like photographs, personal 
narrative, and creative non-fiction, this Third Edition introduces students 
to modern opportunities in data collection and sourcing that adds depth 
to their research.

CONTENTS
Approaching Qualitative Research / Starting Out / Showing the Workings / What 
Counts as Data / Writing about Data / Writing Voice / Writing about Relations / Making 
Appropriate Claims

May 2016 • 224 pages
Cloth  (9781473953260) • £85.00
Paper  (9781473953277) • £28.99

DOING & WRITING 

See the full listing of all our 
Sociology titles online at 
sagepublishing.com
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ANALYSING TEXT AND DISCOURSE 
IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Göran Bergström and Kristina Boréus both at Stockholm University

A unique anthology of the key methodological approaches to text and 
discourse analysis, this book helps all social science students compare 
and contrast the methodologies and determine the one most appropriate 
for their own works.

Every chapter contains not just the basic information and general 
approach to each methodology, but also discusses its advantages 
and disadvantages, problems with ontology and language, and the 
relationship to studying social phenomenon. Each chapter also includes a 
step-by-step demonstration of how the method works through real-world 
examples from existing studies and contemporary research. To ensure 
students internalize the 'who-what-when-where-and-why' of each 
approach, the chapters conclude with provocative summaries, exercises 
and suggested further readings.

CONTENTS
Text and Discourse Analysis in the Social Sciences / Content Analysis / Argumentation 
Analysis / Analysis of Ideas and Ideology / Conceptual History / Narrative Analysis / 
Linguistic Text Analysis / Multimodal Discourse Analysis / Discourse Analysis

December 2016 • 336 pages
Cloth  (9781473913745) • £75.00
Paper  (9781473913752) • £26.99

INTERVIEWS IN 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Second Edition

Nigel King University of Huddersfield
and Christine Horrocks Manchester
Metropolitan University

Helping readers to get the data they want 
from their interviews, this book provides 
clear guidance regarding technique, gives 
top tips from real-world case studies and 
shares achievable checklists and interview plans.

Whether doing interviews in their own research or just using other 
researchers' data, this book will tell readers everything they need to know 
about designing, planning, conducting and analyzing quality interviews. 

It explains how to:

• construct ethical research designs
• record and manage data
• transcribe notes
• analyze findings
• disseminate conclusions.
With its clear, jargon-free terminology and its coverage of practical, 
theoretical and philosophical issues grounded in examples from 
real interviews, this is the ideal guide for new and experienced 
researchers alike.

CONTENTS
Philosophical Assumptions / Designing an Interview Study / Ethics in Qualitative 
Interviewing / Carrying out Qualitative Interviews / Group Interviews / Remote Interviewing 
/ Reflexivity and Qualitative Interviewing / An Introduction to Interview Data Analysis 
/ Interviews in Phenomenological Research / Interviews and Narrative / Writing and 
Disseminating Interview Data

December 2016 • 296 pages
Cloth  (9781446274965) • £75.00
Paper  (9781446274972) • £26.99

INTERVIEWS IN 

ANALYZING TALK IN THE 
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Narrative, Conversation and 
Discourse Strategies

Katherine Bischoping and 
Amber Gazso both at York University

This book is an absolute treat. Its 
engaging style, its comprehensive 
content, its clear logic, its brilliant use of 
examples and, above all, its enormous 
value to qualitative researchers of all stripes add up to me 
wishing it had been available years ago!

- Jo Brewis, School of Management, 
University of Leicester

November 2015 • 240 pages
Cloth  (9781446272480) • £75.00
Paper  (9781446272497) • £26.99

EPISTEMOLOGY AND 
METAPHYSICS FOR 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Tomas Pernecky 
Auckland University of Technology

Challenging current modes of thinking, and 
covering areas not usually found in qualitative 
research texts such as social reality/ontology 
and quantum reality/mechanics, this book 
helps readers to choose and defend their 
research methods and to take their work beyond standard perspectives.

September 2016 • 272 pages
Cloth  (9781446282380) • £85.00
Paper  (9781446282397) • £28.99
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VISUAL METHODOLOGIES
An Introduction to Researching 
with Visual Materials

Fourth Edition

Gillian Rose The Open University

Now in its Fourth Edition, Visual Methodologies 
is a bestselling critical guide to the study and 
analysis of visual culture. Existing chapters 
have been fully updated to offer a rigorous 
examination and demonstration of an individual 
methodology in a clear and structured style. Reflecting changes in the way 
society consumes and creates its visual content, new features include:

• brand new chapters dealing with social media platforms, the 
development of digital methods and the modern circulation and 
audiencing of research images

• more 'Focus' features covering interactive documentaries, digital 
storytelling and participant mapping

• a companion website featuring links to useful further resources relating 
to each chapter.

Now a classic text, Visual Methodologies appeals to undergraduates, 
graduates, researchers and academics across the social sciences and 
humanities who are looking to get to grips with the complex debates and 
ideas in visual analysis and interpretation.

CONTENTS
Researching with Visual Materials: A Brief Survey / Towards a Critical Visual Methodology 
/ How to Use this Book / 'The Good Eye': Looking at Pictures Using Compositional 
Interpretation / Content Analysis and Cultural Analytics: Finding Patterns in What You 
See / Semiology: Laying Bare the Prejudices Beneath the Smooth Surface of the Visible / 
Psychoanalysis: Visual Culture, Visual Pleasure, Visual Disruption / Discourse Analysis I: 
Text, Intertextuality and Context / Discourse Analysis II: Institutions and Ways of Seeing 
/ To Audience Studies and Beyond: Ethnographies of Audiences, Fans and Users / 
Digital Methods: Digital Images, Digitally Analyzed / Making Images as Research Data: 
Photo-documentation and Photo-elicitation / Using Images to Disseminate Research 
Findings: The Circulation and Audiencing / Research Ethics and Visual Materials / Visual 
Methodologies: A Review

March 2016 • 456 pages
Cloth  (9781473948891) • £90.00
Paper  (9781473948907) • £32.99

VISUAL METHODOLOGIES

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Edited by Christof Wolf GESIS - Leibniz 
Institute for the Social Sciences, 
Dominique Joye University of Lausanne, 
Tom W Smith University of Chicago 
and Yang-chih Fu Academia Sinica

Survey Methodology is becoming a more 
structured field of research, deserving of 
more and more academic attention. The 
SAGE Handbook of Survey Methodology 
explores both the increasingly scientific endeavour of surveys and their 
growing complexity, as different data collection modes and information 
sources are combined.

The handbook takes a global approach, with a team of international 
experts looking at local and national specificities, as well as problems of 
cross-national, comparative survey research. The chapters are organized 
into seven major sections, each of which represents a stage in the survey 
life-cycle:

• Surveys and Societies
• Planning a Survey
• Measurement
• Sampling

• Data Collection
• Preparing Data for Use
• Assessing and Improving 

Data Quality.

The SAGE Handbook of Survey Methodology is a landmark and 
essential tool for any scholar within the social sciences.

CONTENTS
Part I: Basic Principles / Survey Standards / Total Survey Error: A Paradigm For Survey 
Methodology / Challenges of Comparative Survey Research / Part II: Surveys and Societies 
/ Surveys and Society / Defining and Assessing Survey Climate / Ethical Issues of Survey 
and Market Research / Observations on the Historical Development of Polling / Part III: 
Planning a Survey / Research Question and Designs for Survey Research / Total Survey Error 
Paradigm in Practice / Survey Mode or Survey Modes? / Surveying in Multi-Cultural and Multi-
National Contexts / Surveys in Societies in Turmoil / Part IV: Measurement / The Meaning of 
Measurement in a Survey Context / Cognitive Models of Answering Processes / Designing 
Questions and Questionnaires / Creating a Good Question: How To Use Cumulative Experience 
/ Designing a Mixed-Mode Survey / Translation Measurement Instruments for Cross-Cultural 
Surveys / When Translation Does Not Help: Background Variables in Comparative Surveys / Part 
V: Sampling / Basics of Sampling for Survey Research / Nonprobability Sampling / Challenges 
of Sampling for Comparative Surveys / Part VI: Data Collection / Questionnaire Pretesting / 
Survey Fieldwork / Responsive and Adaptive Designs / Unit Nonresponse / Incentives as a 
Possible Measure to Increase Response Rates / Part VII: Preparing Data for Use / Documenting 
Surveys Across the Data Life Cycle / Weighting: Principles and Practicalities / Analysis of 
Data from Stratified and Clustered Surveys / Anonymization and Analytical Potential: Finding 
the Optimal Balance / Harmonizing Questions and Data in Comparative Surveys / Part VIII: 
Assessing and Improving Data Quality / Survey Data Quality and Measurement Precision / 
Nonresponse Error: Detection and Correction / Response Styles in Surveys: Understanding 
Their Causes and Mitigating their Impact / Dealing with Missing Values / A Fresh Look at Survey 
Data Quality / Assessment of Cross-Cultural Comparability / Part IX: Further Issues / Data 
Preservation, Secondary Analysis, Replication: Learning from Existing Data / Record Linkage 
/ Supplementing Cross-National Surveys with Contextual Data / Globalization of Surveys

August 2016 • 624 pages
Cloth  (9781446282663) • £120.00                                                                            

Flexible Solutions to Suit Your Teaching Needs

SAGE offers numerous, fl exible print and eBook solutions customised to your teaching needs:

• electronic and print bundles can be created for any title
• institutional solutions include ebooks for sale to faculty, or site licenses
• etextbooks are available to libraries on a case-by-case basis

Contact your SAGE sales representative or ben.dorning@sagepub.co.uk for more information.
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CLASSICAL AND 
CONTEMPORARY 
SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY
Text and Readings

Third Edition

Scott Appelrouth and 
Laura Desfor Edles both at California 
State University, Northridge

Classical and Contemporary Sociological 
Theory, Third Edition is a text/reader that introduces students to the 
ideas and writings of key theorists from sociology's 19th century founders 
through the present. Authors Scott Appelrouth and Laura Desfor Edles 
combine original texts, edited for classroom use, with extensive framing 
discussions that provide crucial biographical, historical and theoretical 
context for readings.

The book also provides an overarching scaffolding that students can 
use to examine, compare, and contrast each theorist's major themes 
and concepts. This unique format, combined with frequent use of 
photos, tables, and diagrams, makes Classical and Contemporary 
Sociological Theory a lively, engaging, and student-friendly introduction 
to the world of theory.

CONTENTS
Part I: Foundations of Classical Sociological Theory / Karl Marx (1818-1883) / Émile 
Durkheim (1858–1917) / Max Weber (1864-1920) / Part II: Classical Sociological Theory: 
Expanding the Foundation / Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1860–1935) / Georg Simmel 
(1858-1918) / W.E.B Du Bois (1868-1963) / George Herbert Mead (1863-1931) / Part III: 
Twentieth-Century Sociological Traditions / Structural Functionalism / Critical Theory 
/ Exchange and Rational Choice Theories / Symbolic Interactionism and Dramaturgy /  
Phenomenology / Poststructuralism / Postmodernism / The Global Society

December 2015 • 896 pages
Paper  (9781452203621) • £70.00

SOCIOLOGY AND THE NEW MATERIALISM
Theory, Research, Action 

Nick J Fox University of Sheffield 
and Pam Alldred Brunel University  

The first book of its kind, Sociology and the New Materialism explores 
the many and varied applications of 'new materialism', a key emerging 
trend in 21st century thought, to the practice of doing sociology. 

Offering a clear exposition of new materialist theory and using 
sociological examples throughout to enable the reader to develop a 
materialist sociological understanding, the book: 

• outlines the fundamental precepts of new materialism
• explores how materialism provides new perspectives on the range of 

sociological topic areas
• explains how materialist approaches can be used to research 

sociological issues and also to engage with social issues. 
Sociology and the New Materialism is a clear and authoritative 
one-stop guide for advanced undergraduates and postgraduates in 
sociology, cultural studies, social policy and related disciplines.  

December 2016 • 224 pages
Cloth (9781473942219) • £75.00
Paper (9781473942226) • £26.99

CRITICAL SOCIAL THEORY
Craig Browne University of Sydney  

An accomplished, sophisticated and up-to-
date account of the state of critical social 
theory today. 

Craig Browne explores the key concepts in 
critical theory (like critique, ideology, and 
alienation), and crucially, goes on to relate 
them to major contemporary developments 
such as globalization, social conflict and neo-
liberal capitalism. It shows why there is a 
need to rethink these categories, while clarifying the basic meaning and 
purpose that they have held in critical theory.

Critical theory here is not solely the work of Adorno, Horkheimer, Marcuse 
and Habermas. The book begins with the Frankfurt School but uses this 
as a base to then explore more contemporary figures such as Nancy 
Fraser, Axel Honneth, Luc Boltanski, Cornelius Castoriadis, Ulrich Beck, 
Anthony Giddens, Pierre Bourdieu and Hannah Arendt. At all times, 
Craig Browne is distinctive in his application and revision of categories 
derived from their work. 

A survey of critical social theory for our times, this is an essential guide 
for researchers and post-graduate students wishing to grasp a critical 
understanding of social theory in the modern world.

December 2016 • 224 pages
Cloth (9781446246924) • £85.00
Paper (9781446246931) • £28.99

THE SOCIOLOGY OF THE INDIVIDUAL
Athanasia Chalari Univeristy of Northampton

What it socialization? What is interaction? What do we mean by identity?

The Sociology of the Individual is an innovative and thought-
provoking sociological exploration of how the ideas of self and society 
relate. Expertly combining conceptual depth with clarity of style, 
Athanasia Chalari:

• explains the key sociological and psychological theories related to the 
investigation of the social and the personal

• analyzes the ways both sociology and psychology can contribute to a 
more complete understanding and theorizing of everyday life

• uses a mix of international cases and everyday examples to encourage 
critical reflection.

The Sociology of the Individual is an invaluable read for upper-level 
undergraduates or postgraduates striving for a deeper and more 
sophisticated understanding of the connection between the social world 
and the inner life of the individual.

CONTENTS
Interaction / Symbolic Interaction / Socialization / Identity / The Self / Conscious/ 
Unconscious / Agency and Inner Life / Interpersonal & Intrapersonal Communication / 
Reflexivity / Social Change / Conclusion

December 2016 • 240 pages
Cloth  (9781446272022) • £70.00
Paper  (9781446272046) • £25.99
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THE PRESENTATION OF 
SELF IN CONTEMPORARY 
SOCIAL LIFE
David Shulman Lafayette College

This book covers the popular theories 
of Erving Goffman, and shows modern 
applications of dramaturgical analysis in a 
wide range of social contexts.

July 2016 • 312 pages
Paper  (9781483319438) • £36.99

Request one of our new 
catalogues online at
sagepublishing.com
or phone us on
+44 (0)20 7324 8500

THE POSTEMOTIONAL 
BULLY
Stjepan Mestrovic Texas A&M University

Using case studies of an American solider 
who committed suicide in Afghanistan, 
torture at Abu Ghraib, and the murder of a 
23-year-old inmate in a Southern state prison 
in the US, Mestrovic applies theories of 
'postemotionalism' to the issue of 'the bully' 
as a social type, arguing that modern society 
still contains strong barbarian elements.

SAGE SWIFTS
2015 • 136 pages
Cloth  (9781473907805) • £45.00

SOCIOLOGY FOR OPTIMISTS
Mary Holmes University of Edinburgh

Breaking away from the idea that sociology only ever elaborates the 
negative, Sociology for Optimists shows that sociology can provide 
hope in dealing with social issues through critical approaches that 
acknowledge the positive. 

From politics and morality to nature and faith, Mary Holmes shows 
how a critical and optimistic sociology can help us think about and 
understand human experience not just in terms of social problems, but 
in terms of a human capacity to respond to those problems and strive 
for social change.

CONTENTS
Change / Enjoyment / Freedom / Goodness / Equality / Relationships / Nature / 
Enchantment / Optimism

September 2016 • 192 pages
Cloth  (9781446268674) • £65.00
Paper  (9781446268681) • £21.99

SOCIOLOGY FOR OPTIMISTSSOCIOLOGY FOR OPTIMISTSSOCIOLOGY FOR OPTIMISTS
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SPORT SOCIOLOGY
Third Edition

Peter Craig University of Bedfordshire

Any study of sport is incomplete without 
consideration of its social function and 
structures, its economic impacts both locally 
and globally, and its political dimension – 
particularly when used by nations for 
competitive gain. 

Sport Sociology provides a comprehensive 
overview for any student taking a course on the subject at college or 
university, including both established and emergent themes, from issues 
around power, diversity and consumerism through to newer topics such 
as the digital environment and climate change - both now covered in 
new individual chapters. 

Other chapters have been fully revised to include up-to-date literature 
and case studies, as well as new key terms and reflective tasks. A new 
'Key Thinker' box feature included in each chapter introduces readers to 
an esteemed theorist relevant for the chapter topic, to help link theoretical 
concepts to practice and offer up suggestive research directions for 
student assessment.

CONTENTS
Part I: Background to Sport Sociology / Introduction to Sport Sociology / Sport and 
Modernity / Part II:  Foundational Themes in the Sociology of Sport / Sport's Organization 
and Governance / Sport, Physical Education and Socialization / Class and Gender 
Differentiation in Sport / Sport Diversity and Community / Part III: Postmodern Themes 
in Sport Sociology / Sport and the Body / Sport and Consumer Society / Sport and the 
Media / Sport in a Global World / Part IV: Emergent Themes in Sport Sociology / Sport in 
a Digital Age / Sport Climate Change and Sustainability

ACTIVE LEARNING IN SPORT SERIES
May 2016 • 384 pages
Cloth  (9781473919471) • £85.00
Paper  (9781473919488) • £29.99

SPORT SOCIOLOGY WHEN SPORT MEETS BUSINESS
A Student Text

Edited by Ulrik Wagner University of Southern Denmark, 
Rasmus K Storm Danish Institute for Sport Studies and 
Klaus Nielsen Birkbeck, University of London

This interdisciplinary text provides broad coverage of the social, political, 
economic and environmental impacts that occur 'when sport meets 
business', exploring topics like corruption and match fixing, rights deals, 
merchandise, events, sponsorship, and the role of social media.

October 2016 • 320 pages
Cloth  (9781473948044) • £100.00
Paper  (9781473948051) • £33.99

FOOD AND 
DRINK TOURISM
Principles and Practice

Sally Everett Bedfordshire University

Many of us like to eat and drink when we 
travel abroad, visit places and attend events, 
and so it is unsurprising that food and drink 
has emerged as a key driver of tourism and 
tourism growth in recent years.

Provides a state-of-the-art overview of relevant inter-
relationships... warmly recommended to anyone working in this 
emerging field

- Professor Stefan Gössling,
 Lund University, Sweden 

Specifically designed for students, whilst also being research-informed, 
this brand new title provides you with everything you need for success on 
your relevant food and drink course at college or university. From food 
trucks to gourmet trails, the text uncovers the full gambit of food and 
drink experiences through theory, activities, case studies, summaries 
and critical reflection. It can be used by students studying tourism, 
hospitality, events, sociology, marketing, business and cultural studies.

CONTENTS
Introduction (An Appetizer) / Part I: The Growth and Development of Food and Drink 
Tourism / What is Food and Drink Tourism? / A History of Culinary Exploration and Food 
Tourism / Identity Development and the Cultural Dimensions of Food and Drink / Niche 
Tourism and the Growth of Food-Inspired Travel / The Globalization and Localization 
of Food and Drink / Food, Tourism and Agricultural Policy / Wine Tourism and the 
Development of 'Winescapes' / Part II: The Promotion and Branding of Food and Drink 
Tourism / Marketing and Branding Food and Drink Tourism / The Role of Media and Social 
Media in Promoting Food and Drink Tourism / Managing Food Tourism: On-Site Marketing 
and Interpretation / Food Assurance Schemes, Organizations and Initiatives / Part III: Food 
and Drink Attractions and Events / The Transformation of Place Through Food and Drink 
/ Food and Drink Festivals, Events and Markets / Food and Drink-Inspired Events: The 
Weird and Wonderful / Following Food and Drink: Tours, Trails and Routes / Food and 
Drink Visitor Attractions / Beverage Tourism: Drinking to Experience People and Place 
/ The Role of Food and Drink Tourism in Sustainable Development / When Consumers 
Become Producers / The Food and Drink Tourism Supply Chain / Local Food and Drink 
in the Hospitality Industry / The Future of Food and Drink Tourism?

April 2016 • 456 pages
Cloth  (9781446267721) • £85.00
Paper  (9781446267738) • £29.99

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
SPORT MANAGEMENT
Edited by Russell Hoye La Trobe University 
and Milena Parent University of Ottawa

The handbook, edited by two of the most well-
regarded figures in the field, is comprehensive 
and truly global. It draws together, into 
one volume, the current research on the 
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